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FOREWORD
BY SIR E. J. RUSSELL
Tunrr great appliances have in the last ninety years been given by
science to crop production: the first was the artificial fertilisei
introduced in t843; the second, some sixty years later, was the
new way of producing new varieties oI plants; and the thfud is the
internal combustion engine now becoming increasingly prominent
in agricultural developrn=ents. T-tris was noi the first e"ngirie to come
on to the larm: it had alrea.dy been preceded by the steam engine.
But there was this important difference in the circumstanc& of
their introduction and development. The steam engine was used
in the l860's to do a new job: to plough more deeply in the hope
of tetting the bigger crops which at that time were ihe ambition bI
good farmers. Afterwards, when the bad times of the l89o's set in,
the big crops were no longer profitable and the steam engine ceased
to play the part that its friends had expected. The intimal com-
bustion engine, on the other hand, was introduced to save labour,
and the urgent and continuing need for this is shown by the fact
that wage rates on all farms are now nearly l0O per cent. above
pre-war level, and show no tendency to fall, while prices of far-m
produce a.re on the average only about 40 per cent. ibove, and for
many farmers they are almost down to pre-war level. There is
only one way of meeting the disparity and that is to fumish the
worker with a machine so that one man mav do the work of two-
The Rothamsted Conference dealt onlv with the technical
problems involved in this arming of the fa"rm workers with machinery.It can be done in two ways. -The farm svstem may be radicaliy
changed and based on ma.chinery instead of hand -labour a.s ai
present; to be effective the change must be logical, complete and
ruthless: machines have no sentiment. If this were dbne with
adequate thoroughness, cereal farming could be made profitable
over large areas of the south ard east of Engla.nd even in open
competition with the rest of the world-provided only that ihe
competitors were not helped bv subsidies or unpaid labour. But it
would mean hearry reductions in numbers of men now employed
on the land; and their most probable fate would be to mi$ate to
the towns and cities where provision exists for mass-relief. Alter-
natively, the system can remail substantia]ly as at present aJld
the machine introduced to lighten the day's labour and to increase
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the amount of work that can be done in a spell of {ine weather.
This is t}le obvious use for machinery on a liie stock farm, where
humau labour must remain the foundition of all the work.
There is no question that British fa.rmers as a whole would Drefer
the second altemative; they like the machine as a servant brit not
as a ma-ster, and they intensely dislike discharsine men whose onlv
fault is that, for some reason which neither pariy f,uite understandi,they have become u.nwanted. EmpW coitaeas'and deoooulated
villages are.probably more distastefriJ io farmErs than to lny other
section of the communitv.
Both-methods are di-spassionately discussed in the succeeding
pages. 
-.Farmers are completely powerless to decide which is to biadopted: perhaps one should say.,which is to happen,,, for it is
not 
-clear that any body of peopli can make the detLion : it mavbe torced upon us by powers beyond our control. Some of thl
Russia-os have gone so far as to sel up the Machine as a sod to be
worshipped: we have not yet reach;d that stage, thou;h we aU
admit ourselves prowerless to stav its procr.o .;d'it. d&astatins
activity in making men superflu6us. it ii i, ir," g.;;t il"bl;;;?
our time.
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THE EFFECT OF MECHANIZATION
ON SOIL FERTILITY
Bv Srn E. 
.I. RUSSELL.
UNDEn the old Iour or five course rotation the fertility of the soil
was maintained by four diflerent processes: !(I) t}le straw was converted into farmyard manwe.(2) ctover was trown once in lour years, as Iar as possible;(3) the roots and the aftermath oI clover were fed off on the
land by sheep which received purchased leeding stuffs ;( ) artificial fertilGers were given in the root break and some-
times also to each crop.
These four methods when properly worked suftced to keep the lald
permarently in a good state of fertility.
On a four course rotation per l0O acres of arable land the annual
yield of straw would be of the order of 80 tons, producing about
Ii00 toos oI larmyard manure and this would give a dressing of
l0 tons per acre to the roots and leave a little over for the " waist-
coat " of dung which the old Iarmers lile to dve to a piece of
backward wheat. The drmg together with the feeding of the roots
atrd the altermath on the land ensured a dressing of animal manure
for almost every crop,
The reduction oI the root area, and in the amount o{ sheep
Ieeding on the land, has greatly reduced the amount of animal
manurt available and also it has reduced the amount of treading
which the land receives.
Further, the change in method oI feeding animals, whereby more
use is made of grass and less of arable land, greatly diminisbes the
amount of farmyard malure available. We do not yet know whether
farmers can afford to continue an exclusive grass system for live stock,
with tlle resultint glut of fat stock in autumn and cons€quent low
pric€s. But we have to reckon with a continualce o, the system
because of its cheapness and we must assume that the Slut wi[ b€
remedied by the simple expedient of lessened production.
These tendencies become more and more intensilied as mechaniza-
tion advances. It is, as Prof. Watson shows (p. 27) quite possible
to combine a considerable degree oI mechanization with live stock
farming, as indeed we are doing on the Rothamsted larm, but we
must recotnise that over large parts of the eastem and south-eastern
counties live stock and arable larming do not now work together
7
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as e_conomically as they did, and farmers are now trvins bstead
machines ard arable farming, in the hope of reducing ttieiifinancial
losses-
.T.he- problg4 thus arises: can Iertility be maintained on an
arable farm without the dressings of animalhanure forme;i;;;;i
_ 
,For som€ years past we have been engagd on this sribiect atKothamsted and a considerable amount "of-information his nowbeen obtained. We lind that the importance ,i..irr.l 
-.""i"depends on the kind of crop.
Cercals
-- 
Whcat.--Autr experiments on wheat have gone on ever since
lYJ,qrl in recent years they have been e\:t;ded to deal moretu y wilh this problem. The ixperiments show that vields of the
order of m to z(O bushels can be obtaired by the use of artificialfertiiisers only, and without any organic maiure so tone .s 
-ii,"
culuvatron processes keep the land free of weeds. The r6dts arecontm€d by the practical experience of lohn prout of Sawbridee-
worth,-I1ssex, who, with his son William Frout, as a profitable coir_
mercial venture grew large acreages of wheat almodt continuouslvfrom 186l to lgll on purely m-echanized lines____one of the firsl
examples of mechanization in this country. He occasionallv took
a- r.ed clovgr crop, but it is not at a[ cleai that tfris was n#essa;
atthough lt was probably an a.dvantage. He used no farmvarh
manure but artificials only, and his schJme of manurins was Ulsea
oD the recommendations of Dr. Augustus Voelcker, faiher of ourpresent Dr. Voelckerr. There was njsign of deterioiation of vieid.for the first l0 years (t862-188o) it ha"<l been 82 i;t6;;hJL-;;
"qf, 1nj for the 25 years 188O-1904 it averaged 85 bushets per acre,wtth 2 loads of straw. The average price du"rine this secon'd oeriod
was 3l/9 per qr. for the nheat and is/_ a. load-for the straw': the
averate cost of trowing (including 25l- per acre rent) was /6 gs_:tle 
^ave-r^ag. 
e retum was d9 8s. ldC., tea-ving an aveiage piofit of{3 Os. lOd. So long as the straw was saleible at 25i: a;d ;in
and wages stood at their old levels all went well.Mr George Bayliss also grew wheat continuouslv without farm-yard manure, but using a scheme of artificials based on RrJthamsted
results: 
,here also the process was for many years profitable, and
It- *T a! done on purely mechanized linesr-. -Both illr. proui ardMr. tsayliss worked ir the days of horses. and it was the erorvine
cost of horse labour that finally drove them out of wheat &owinslIt is possible that they could have continued, had they so"desire8,by usng tractors.
- 
r For full particu-tars see .. profitable Clay Farming Under a lust Svstemot T.Iant Bjght," JohE Prout, t88l; aad ior rh" I";ay;-;. \i/:1. 'p;;;aod J. A. Voelcker, Jour. Roy. Agric. Soc., t9O5.66. gS.'
. ^' ry{Ilb"d by C. S. Orwitr, .. progress in Engtish Farming Systems. III.A Specialist in Arabte Farmrng." OxJord, 1930."
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Barley, like wheat, is independent of larmyard manure and can
be grown quite well with artiJicials alone. It was indeed included
in the schemes of Mr. Prout artd of Mr. Bayliss.
Our experience at Rothamsted has, however, brought out one
important result which holds both for wheat and for barley: farm-
yard manure steadies the yield, and saves it Irom dropping so low
in bad seasons as it is liable to do when artificials alone are given.
Some of the results are given in Table I. This is generally true of
all crops and it is one of the good qualities of farmyard manure
not easily reproducible by artificials-
TABI, I.
FARMYARD \IANURE COMPARED WITH ARTIFICIAI-S FOR WHEAT.
BROADBALK FIELD, WHEAT EVERY YEAR, 1852_1930.
Aoaqc differc*cc
os Ucr.zitot of zu.r
aq. ield.
The general conclusion is that wheat and barley could perfectly
well be grown with arti{icial fertilisers alone, and without farmyard
manure, but at a risk of some depression of yield in bad seasons.
This dificulty can be mitigated by using larger quantities of
artificials, but we have no evidence that it is much alfected by
ploughing in occasional clover leys. (Table V).
Pototaes aflA Sugat Beet need tarmyad ,naotrre or
siruilar malerial
When we come to potatoes and sugar beet, however, the case !e
€ntirely different. lt is not usually possible to obtain with artificials
alone as good felds as when farmyard manure is used. Smaller
dressings of Iarmyard marure can be given when necessary, but in
that case the dressings of artificials should be increased, especially
the potassic fertiliser. Examples from our results are given in
Table II.
Margolds and Suedes
Mangolds come into rather a different group. So long as lelds
o{ only about 25-30 tons per acre are produced, these can be obtained
alnost as well by artificials supplemented with rape dust or similar
organic as by farmyard manure, and the cropping can be on the
Aterag. I Auelaqe dilJcrenr.YieA. lbtruc.n one ycar andBusiels lthcien. B sh.ts Pcrpe, ao.. 
I
,lnnfil
Yonuing.
3
8B
2B
Ufmatrured
Crmplete Artili.
cials ..
Farmyard marture
I1.7
34.5
33.5
4_0
9.3
7.O
34.5
26.8
20.8
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MECHANIZATION OF BRITISH AGRICULTURE II
same land vear after vear. Our Barnfield ha-s carried mangolds
every year;ince 1876 excepting in two years 1908 and 1927 when
the crop failed owing to bad weather.
The average yield for 50 years 1876-1928 has been, on Plots
receiving the best combination of artificids, in tons per acre :
Anificials @itt Artific;al' vi l
Arlilicids dot . Ra?. dtst. futtyod;uwc.
Pbt rrN 0) Plot 4 AC Plot 2AC
. . r7.8 28.t 27.4
. - 4.1 6.3 6.3RootsLeaves
'\{here higher lelds of 40 to 50 tons Per acre are desired it may
be essential to use farmyard manure.
Swedes can do without farmyard manue in regions where yields
are normallv onlv about 15 tons per acre or less: where higher
yields are pinsiUti farmyara mantue is required.
The relwtt oJ the St/4u to the L|rd
So lons as anv form of indoor winter feeding of animals remains
orofitableihe stiaw can be made into farmyard manure, and this
t the b"st wav of using it. But if as commonly happens, the winter
{eedine is itself unprofitable one cannot charge the animals with
,nrit "Ior the Iarmiard manure: at present prices of artificials I
should not be disposed to allow more than I0/- per ton for larmyard
manure. It is very easy nowadays to lose money over winter feeding.
For some vears pa-it at Rothamsted we have been trying to use
the straw in stme oiher way. Three methods have been tried.
(ll The straw has been ploughed direct under the ground. Tbe
i-"iuiti"t" effect of this is tb reduce the amount of available plant
food in the soil because the micro-orgarisms that decomPose the
straw feed on nitrate and Phosphate, just like plants, an! so lake
uo for themselves what thl ptant ought to have had. This does
nbt much matter in the autumn, when tbe plant lood might be
washed out if the microorganisms did not take it, but it is a serious
loss in the sDrins when the young plant is ready for food. So far as our
older experirnents went-they were done on Broadbalk-the plough-
ittn ir, 
"fit " rtra* "ven in the autumn was useful only on land short 
of
oo,"t^th .t d here its effect rvas very slight. The experiment is being
iepeated on broader lines to see if this is the general rule.
(2,l A more useful method, which has been widely adoPted in
mariv'countries bv fa"rmers who do not practise animal busbandry, is
to tieat the straw with the Decessary food for the micro-organisms
io that thev can decompose it befoie it gets into the soil. This is
in" ur.ir oi the so-catleh Adco process, &scovered at Rotharnsted
and developed on the large scale 6y the Adco Sy'ndicate, Harpenden'
Mechanization and British Agriculture (1933)
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IEr=.fl*S marure is quite tood : some of their results are siveuin Table III. The practii:at di+cufty;;';'E;;f.il;Hilisiliy
to supply the watei to wet the straw.
_ 
(3) A metbod now being tried at Rothamsted is to leave thestraw. on tbe ground and in" autumr t" ariff ,"". ii ."rnifri"'itcomplete artitiiials, then to ptouth t *a* *a'fJt ii .?,'l*'*' 'rn orOer to comDare straw treated in these last two methods
3lh.farmVard manuie a rotation was started on Hoos field in 1g30,and rs to continue for manv vears, in which til i;U.#;; ;;_pared :
Farmyard manure-
Straw lreated by the Adco process.
stmw. left on ground, treated with artificials and ploughed in.Complete artificiak.
For the first two crops t}le two treated straws se€m to be comDarinpvery. favourably_ witi farmyard manure bui ;;;;;T5;"'ipositon to speak definitely- about this till ile'Jx;,#;i t ";on for a longer lrriod.
TAaLE III.
CONTERSION OF STRAW INTO MANIIRF. E'AE'MV^DN
o"o HJor: FARMYARD MANURE
YIELDS PER ACRE.
Rotlrosted, togo.
Wtc"t. I t"rtca. I r"r";0".1i.,z,ict,r. I C@t. I Toxs lHay.Cut.p.a ar,.. I p.r a.r.. I fu aec. | ?it aoc.
Orsett,
Essex.
Polato.sl
Toas
wyu,
Neat.
Adco
Farmyard
Maaure.
Arti{icials
aloae
No Matrure
t7.2
16.9
19.8
14.7
22.8 | s.7
I16.2 I e.o2r.3 I s.6l!.8 | 4.2
27.5
2i.8
r0.9
12.a
I r.9
t0.t
21.5
2t.o
19.0
17.5
. As dry Eetter.
I Artificials added to the farmyard maou.e aod the Adco.
Creer Maturitg
*,#ti:r*Tdd#[:i{ffdHq*[Si#":
t-.oo,"tl"i.,if ;?;iil:;?hIf"ff 1I3il"1ir."".hlT.,,*fll:u they were not wanted for the sheep, t. pt@;ih;_; ;;#
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manure. Many farmers however solved the crop even when there
was no likelihood of it being wanted for the anirnals : it was ploughed
in. This green manuring is a recognised pmctise on light land.
The fint serious tests in this countn- were made with mustard
and tares at the \4'obum Experimental iarm. then under the Royal
Agricultural Society, now part of the Rothamsted organisation. The
soil is light, and was expected to respond well to green manuring
but it did not: the green manure was entirely \dthout effect.
For a long time this result was regarded as exceptional due to
some undiscovered peculiarity. In lg20 and 1921, however, the
Rothamsted workers, H. J. PaSe and his colleagues, made a number
of experiments here and in different parts of England by aid of a
grant from the Research Fund of the Royal Agricultural Society and
only in few of these was green manuring successful.
Yet there is no denying that many fa.rmers have obtained very
good results \Mith green manuring.
The subject has recently been Iully examined at Rothamsted and
an explanation of the discrepancy can now b€ given. Green manuring
succeeds only when the time of ploughing in the green crop fits in
with the time of sowing of the next one. The green crop must be
allowed suficient time to decompose and produce nitrates, but the
lollowing crop must be ready to take up the nitrate before it is washed
out from the soil. Those farmers who succeeded with green manuring
had got the timing right: others had not. Further experiments are
being made to find out more precisely how to work out the timint
but meanwhile green manuring should not be trusted blinclly. If it
is succeeding that is proof of correct timing, but if it is not known
to be successful the timing should be looked into. Once this is right,
however, green manuring becomes a valuable aid to mechanized
farming.
The ploughing in of a clover ley in September in preparation for
rvheat in October seems usually to be successful, while the ploughing
in of the June clover crop instead of cutting it, followed by a bastard
faltow during Jtrly, Augrrst arld September is probably the most
satisfactory oI all methods ol keeping up fertility on a mechanized
cereal farm, so long as July, Augusl and Seplember arc fuy. Btft iI
these mooths be wet most of the advantage may be lost. Green
maflrring is by no means entirely safe.
Falknahg
Recent Rothamsted experiments have showl that the old problem
of the fallow is by no means cleared up. The Broadbalk wheat field
has carried wheat every year since 1843: never has there been a
complete break. In 1926 and 1927, however, part of the field was
fallowed: in 1928 the wheat grown after the two years fallow gave
extraordinary yields.
c
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G?ain.
Bushcls
Srrau.
Cril.
27.9
56.9
47.0
35.2
48.4
i|2.0
:t l.{
:15.8
34.8
61..r
2{r.lll.{
18.8
13.6
9.0
30.8
2t.8
l8. t
10.6
:tl.5
'fhe result was a remarkable increase in the yield of grain. Never
in the 86_ yea.rs of successive wheat growing had Broad6alk grown a
crop so thick set with grain, and we are rmible at present to explainit. The sea-son was very favourable, but probabty'not more so ihan
some of the great wheat seasons of the p"st, ta5i, 1852, 186g lgg4,yet in- none oJ these was so much grain produced. Much of the
effect is probably attributable to the fallow, but whether the actionis the suppression of weeds, the decomposition of vegetable and
other matter, or some physical cha.nge in ihc soil, we cainot decide.
Something 
_more seems to bc invofved tharl an increase in plant
nutrients, for no fertiliser scheme we have vet tested orodu&s s<,
remarkable a result. The eI{ect lasted only 6ne year. h6wever: the
t929 yield r,r'as about l0 per cent. bejow the averige for the ?4 y(ars
while in 1930 it had fallen. about 40 per cent. beloiv the averagi.
. . 
Even the sandy-soil at Wobum w-as greatly improved for b-arley,but not so much for wheat, by two yiars iaUori,ing; the results,
howerer, were not nearly so striking as on Broadbalk.
Under mechanized conditions Ialiowine would become relativdv
inexpensive and could therefore be pra"ctised, Our experimentt
suggest that a two year fallow may be much more effective than oneyear. The unmanured land on Hoos field gave in lg28 after one
year's fallow only 10.5 bushels instead of tf,e 28 bushels a.fter the
two years' fallow on Broadbalk. The subiect is beins further studied.
The effect of fallowing depends a great deal 6n the wcather:
crops 
-following a fallorry are therefore liable to greater variationsin yield than those following another croo. Thijs welt shown bv
comparing the rvheat yield' on Broadbi.lk where wheat alwari
follows wheat, with the yield on Hoosfield where it folows a fallow :
the average leld is raised by the fallow, but so also is the variationfrom season to season. (Table IV).
The " Goldet Hoof " ott Sandy Soil
It is a commonplace that light soils are improved bv the foldins
of sheep,_ both thi man uring "and ttre treading U"i"i ir.p"rt-tl
Apparently the manuring can be satisfactorilv irnit t& bul so lar
the treading cannot. Expreriments at Wobirrn showed. that the
I sro-. t;n,n.I cu. B^h.ts
Per aoe. I 
per aoz
2?.8 i tr.83l:,lt
1(l;
:]lt
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compactint of the soil by sheep is dilferent from that Produced by
implements: it extends to a greater depth and lasts lonter ; thc
top three inches of the soil is mainly affected. It also gives a coarser
titt"h. In the experiments so far made it did not increase the water
holding power oi the soil, indeed, the trodden Part was, if anything,
somewhat drier than thc cultivated part: the work, however, rs
being continued.
TABLE I\'.
EFFECT OF ONE YEAR'S FAILOW ON SUCCEEDING WHEAT CROP.
HOOSFIELD. ALTERNATE WHEAT AND FATLOW (NO MANURE).
DRESSED GRAIN IN BUSHELS PER ACRE.
I t ocras. dillcr.ntI lb.tuccror.crol
I M.ar Yi.a. I 
a,dth.,.n.
AIter lallora' in 1857,
1859 atrd alternateyea$ to presetrt
time
AIter previous vheat
crop, Broadbalk . .
After {allow itr 1856,
1858 and altefirate
years to pres€trt
time
Alter previous wheat
crop, Broadbalk . .
TABLE V. COMPARISON OF CLOVER LEY WITH FALLO\I'' AS
PREPARATION FOR WIIEAT.
AGDELL. FOUR COURSE ROTATION. WHEAT.
DRESSED GRAIN IN BUSHELS PER ACRE.
Aoerag. differeic.
es ?efirnla|e oI
Mean Yieu.
?.{
4.1
I {.2
I 1.7
41.4
2S.5
t1.2
I1.7
52!
35.1
r'i.9
3.1
Yield
Auetage diJ- Aterase d.il-
Meatt Yica.
6
6
I
2
3
1
Unmanurcd, after fallow . .
,, ,, clover . .
After $heat, Broadbalk ..
ConL?Ue Artificials-
After ,allow
After clover
After wheat, Broadbalk ..
Min tals only-
After fallow
,, clover
,, wheat, Broadbalk ,.
21.0
I 1.7
28.9
30.4
34.5
28.1
30.6
13.5
9.5
9.6
lo.0
l0.s
7.2
9.2
t0.4
4.8
39.4
42.5
24.6
34.6
35.8
20.8
32.9
33.8
35.2
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C ottclusions
(l) For cereals no difficulty need be feared in keeuine uo soilfertility by arti{icial manurei alone: farmyard ma,iuri ii not
essential. Artificials, however, are apt to give snaller vields in bad
seasons than farmy-ard manure, though th;y may give better yields
than-it does in good seasons. Their range of yieldis"higher.(2) Potatoes and sugar beet require for the best r;dts farmyard
manure or something that has the same action in the soil.
..-(3) Mangolds 
-up to about 25 tons per acre can be produced\trithout farmyard manure bv usins ariificials and raoe'dust or
similar substance. We have done tf,is regularly on the'same land
each year ever since 1876. Larger cropi probably require famr-yaro manure.
' (4) Swedes up to 15 or 2O tons can be produced without farmvard
manure:. where larger crops are possible they probably re{uire
tarrnyilrd manure.
(5) 
.Where an_imals are not kept it is possible to convert the
straw into an elfective manure 6y the deatment discovered at
Rothamsted and taken over by the Adco Srmdicate. Haroenden.
Experiments are being madi with an altemative methoa of leavins
the striw on the ground,"driUing artificials on top oiii, 
-Jptuglrirrfthe whole lot under-
..T.he.ploughin-g urder of the straw by itself has not so far given
satisfactory results.(6) Green manuring as an altemative to farmr.ard manure is
more difficult to practise successfullv than is usuallv suooosed : thc
ploughing in of the green crop has to be so timed"thai it suDDliesplant food to the next crop just when the crop needs it anh'not
before, otherwise it is liable-to be wa-shed out.
. 
(7)- The.treading of sheep on light land produces effects which
the cultivation implements so far tried do nol produce.
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ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENTS AND
POSSIBILITIES
llv 
.1. E. NEWIIAN
Inslitute of Agricdlwal Engineerhry, Otford.
THE cultivation of the soil and the gathering of crops require the
exDenditure of power. Power is measured by engineers in foot lb'
mi minute, A man can continuously exert 3,300 ft. lb. per mln.
h tractor develooire 20 draw-bar horse power exerts 660,000 ft lb'
rxr min.- that ii. tf,e man seated on the tractor has two hundred
ii-"i iti effective power that he would have if he worked with
his orvn muscles.
T'here is the fundamental reason why agriculture is being mech-
anized. Just as the develupment of the petrc,l engine has made
flying pdssibte and the motor-car what it G to{ay ' so it has madetti" iarm tractor an efficient and dependable machine, far more
rrrwerfirl and liehter in DroDortion to its power than it used to be'
th" fittine of air and oil cteaners, bf large filters in the fuel supply,
and oI iripulse starters, together with thc general improvement
in construition and enginee-ring details which it shares uith its
cousin ttre motor-car, his made the tractor of to-day as different
from most of those oi the period iust after the War as.is- the car of
to-dav from one elieible for the old crocks'racc to Rrighton'
tikins actual fi[ures, in 1920, eiShteen tractors were tested.at
the Nebdska Testiig Station (and I think that the beneficial in-
fluence the Nebraskitesting scieme has had on tractor d$-ry-" *
hardlv be over-estimated) 'i their average vcight wa-s 448 lb Per
D.B.H.P. At the Ardhgton trials in 1930, the Dine paraffin tractors
tested averaged 220 lb. per D.B.H.P. and the lightest tractor rn
proportion t6 its power,'the Case L, weighed 158 lb. for each
D.B.H.P. it could develop.
'Those are big advancis in ten vears, but the advance in rvearing
oowers. in .*nE t.tion of life. iir freedom from irritating minor
iroubtes, in ail-rotrnd handiness, in short, in general reliability,
is much creater.
Therel is now ouite a larse number of makes Irom which to
choose. Of makes which are "being sold (I am not countint those.
either home or foreign made, which no effort is being made to
market'|. there are li-ve tractors which develop l0 to 15 h'p' in
the draiv-bar, six which develop 15 to 20, and six more which develop
2O to 25-
t7
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. 
Twenty-D.B.H.P. hours are required to plough an acre of average
tand 5 rn. deep, so that as a rougb working rule the bis tractors willplough an acre, the medium oncs three-quarters, aid the small
machines half an acre an hour.
., , 
Just as the tractor is developing, so are implements to use with!t bemg evolved. At first tbe tractor was simplv used to oull imole_
ments desitned for hones. Such implements'c,juta not Ui: eroeciea
to^make the most of the tractor's powir. As Mr. Dudlevi.ra ie,ie"-tt..
" 50 long as you try to use a tractor as a mechanized ho...- ro, *ili
6et nowhere," Now implements designed primarilv to *oit *itttractors are coming on the market. Thus'the.e aie drills 17 feet
y/jrdg (in Amenca drills up to 28 feet wide are used), there are rollers
ztt teet vnde, cultlvators 16 feet wide, harrows 82 feet rvide and so
on; 
,4 and 5 furrow ploughs are becoming common.
- 
Usrng such implements one man can pt6ush an acre or more anhour, he can cultivate 50 acres a day aid ia.row 200 acres in a
week; with another to help fill the ieed box he .- dJii";;
an hour and spread fertilisers over 6 acres in an hour. And the dailv
rates can be doubled by night work, if necessarv. eU tfrese tnini
havc been, and are being, done in England.
- 
Such performances are so far rerioved from the ordinarv ideas
of.rates of working, that they necessitate a fr".f, 
"i"*poi"il p.rticularlv when the.cost of doing these things is considired. if the
speeds are hrgh, the costs are low.
. Q t hry equipped with such implements, 2?d acres have beenploughed and ptanted this autumn ih six weeks. The cost forfuel and labour was 7s. per acre, or, includ.ine d"preci"tion ff, 
"",acre,.and- hcluding the seed 2Os. 6d. per icre.' There were tivo
men besides the farmer himself, one tractor. a 20 h.o. Catemillar-
all tie time, and a Fordson part of the time. fhe tan<i was
medrum toam, on the stiff side. There were no hones.On Mr. Dudley's farm 58 acres were fallowed iast vear. half otit bare-fallowed and balf bastard lallowed after a clovir cioo. Allthe work w.as d9n9 by his two tE h.p. CaterpiXar ;";i;.' ih;
clover portion had three one-way disc plouihines and a heaw
harrowing, the other half was gone over tei tiri", ,itt Oii. ofo-un#-
cultivators, pitch-pole harrowi and ordinarv flexible harr,i*" L,ifinally the whole lot was ploughed with moir.ldboard 
"tornt.. it"cost for fuel and labour was f3Z gs,6d.
Messrs. Alley Bros., on the-ir farm in Norfolk last vear. fallowed
55O acres, gsing two 20 h.p. Caterpillar tractors. it"* taUo*i
were, considering the season, quite good; thev were a.ll sown with
mustard which was plougbed in. Messrs. AIev have drilled sgl)
acres of wheat and propose to dril l0O to 'l Eo'acres of barlev. I
am not able to give their costs, but all their work. with the exceJtion
of some extra labour at harvest and the considerable amount'thevdo themselves, has been done by a sta{f of four Ttreir iiactori
worked a little over 3,00O hours each in the year, which means thiithey consumed around 12,000 gallons of pdtrol, or f2 galons -pei
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arable acre of their farm. This amount is higher, owing to the exceP-
tionally large lallow acreage and the continual bad weather, than
it should be in futue years.
Take such figures 
-and Iacts by themselves, and ob-viously thcy
put a different cimplexion on com growing in England, either with
or without the combine.
It is DerhaDS rvorth rvhile to give a list oI the machinery requrred
f.,, a soe'cialised cereal farm. Iti size-the ideal size-is determiaed
Lu thJ...".e" uhich can be cut by a combine. On such a farm it
wl onlv be iequired to cut as much straw as is necessary to secure
ali the "srain. 'Short and stiff strawed varieties will be planted
Under t[ese circumstances 20 to 30 acres per day of 8 hours can
be cut. As everv effort rvill be made to spread out the harvesting
oeriod. there sh6dd be no dificulty in harvesting 250 to 40O acres
th a sinsle machine, according to its size. If it is proPosed to
work on a ivstem of three years'iropping and one year fallow, tien
the acreage'required is 330 to 500. Bisides the combine, there will
r-r"- *."iiZa a iractor and plough, a cultivator to correspond, big
f,..ioi"-tt 
" 
flexible t1'pe'is bist for tractor work, a drill either
with oi without fertiliiei attachment-if without, a manure drill
is ieouired as well. A motor lorr]z is a necessity and so is a winnower
and i crain drver. That is the bare minimum.
For" the 330 acre farm the implements would cost f,1,500'
For the larger acreage, it would be advisable, and economrcal,
to have a secont smalleitractor to haul the drill and harrows'
The cost, including these extras, would be {2,0O0 to f,2,ioO or
{4 to {5 per acre.
- If Bieler acreases are contemplated, the cost Per acre falls off
consideriEly. ln fict, a l.ooo or l'200 acre farm would not require
an exoenditure oI more than f3,000.
- iti*; figures are subject t6variation ; heavy land worrld require
more tracto-r oower. Fuei consumption would not exceed 6-10 gallons
,*. ."."- ...oidirs to the class of soil. Yields may be expected to be at
feast a-s'hieh as tiose prevaiting in the district for land farmed in the
"rai""." n'tt. So far. experieice is that the deeper and more thor-
"i*tr "rittiu"iiors. and 
pei-haps the greater ability to do the various
iolis at the otoo"i ti-.. *hi.h is a result of the speed at which they
i'an Ue don,i, his produced crops above normal. Last year, Messrs'
I'fi"" t 
"A 
ot 
". 
40'b*h"lt of wheat per acre from a l0Facre field,
"na'.lti. bua.v n.a 40 bushets of wheat 
from one {ield, and averaged
32- Vr. Nevili's barlev averaged 32 bushels.
To deal r+'ith the coribines. - It is not generally realised how-recent
and how raoid has been the spread of the combire in Canada and
ihe Great P'lains west of the lkississippi. In the three Prairie he
vinces of Canada there rrere only four combires in 1924, now- there
are over 9,00O. Kansas had 3,800 combines in 1925, now it has
neartv 30,0O0. Soviet Russia's grain growing plans are based.on
the use of combines and tractors. The two Sreat lactones ot Saratov
and Novo-Siberik are planned to tum out 35,000 combines per year'
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The combine cuts out seasonal labour for han.esting. With
means ava.ilable, for drying the grain, its use is perfectiv ,ilti.iUf"rn 
-England, and the combination makes our climate air'advantageinstead of a bardicap to the grain grower.
\\'e can use the same machineri as is used overseas and we can,thanks to our climate, grow brggei crops. The a6S*" th"t ;"L
mcapable ol growmg more than a small fraction of our uheat re-qurements can be challensed.
. 
The length of our strariis the trcarest difficulty r|hich combineshave io face-. If wheat growing eitends in thir;;i;:'G';1;;*questron wrll n-ot 
_be 01 such importance, as the market"ior straw is
l:t :apable ot absorb.rng much more than it does no$,. Straw,nowever, can be handled ir various ways. In t}e past harvest
rnost of the machines left the stra\,v in windrows, froln '*f,i"f, it *"
subsequently gathered bl hay sweeps o. t.y tora"... -O"e 
-aittin"T:g.".:tr"y dumprng attajchment which left the straw in cocks,aDout the srze of stooks. These were later loaded on to wagons byh-and. Another machine used . ,t..* ,p...air,g ;i;h#;;:" i"this case, thc straw was afterwards plougir"d * 3.;;;;I''\ih";"
s*'eeps wele used, the straw was eitirer r"icked or sweot straisha toa baler. 
-Thc adoption of a particuJar -"tf,oJ f,". i"p"'*i"j" o"local condrttons, such as the machinery and labour availabie, whetherthe straw was to be consumed or soli, and tl" fat -o* oi-ifr" ].il.
-tIhen the tra\.ellint baler. which moves a.ldng tht *indr;;,
and bates the straav as it goes, is obtainable in this countrr., another
way ol handmg the stra\y will be available_
. 
The baled straw Irom the combine has been sold at the sameprice as baled straw tlreshed out in the ordinarv wav
Combines are generally, however, unable io ddal with straw
over 3 leet or 3 feet 6 inches in length, unless thev leave a long
:!t}l: ". ,q" very stowly. _ Tbere ie 'no irtre.eni ;;"* ;;;combrnes- able to dea.l with longer straw should not be built anil
Messrs. Cla5^on & Shuttleworth's combine can do so.
However, the less straw is cut the more acres Der hour t}te
comtrine can do, and whether it wiI pay to cut all tile,tra*."a
work more slowly, depends on the relaiiv; value of straw ;d ;;At present, in districts which grow long straw, and where Itraw
commands a big price, tiose who wish to -make the most o{ it should
use binders. \'\'here the straw does not grow so long, the combine
user can bale and seU or use his straw iust as does-ihe *.n rvt oharvests in the ordinary way.
One reason why some of the combines are unable to bandle long
straw is that the platform canvas is too narow: 86 inches is i
standard size and somc are or y BO inches wide. Conseouenth.
straw over that length cannot lie- on the canvas. Itigger ca;vase"spresent no constructional dificultjes, nor should it b; dimcult tofit binder type beaters to combines, at anv rate. for cuts uD toIO.feet. They would be more emcient thai the iype nor" ii[t.d,
which can onll be adiusted with a spanner when-tle machine is
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stationary. And a 10 feet cut is, in my experience, wide enough to
keep any combine busy in a respectable crop. If the combine is
travelling at 3 miles per hour, and averaging a I feet cut, it \f,ill,
allowing for comerc, cut 3 acres per hour. ln a 40 bushel crop it
would tum out 30 sacks in the hour. It could not do more if it
had a wider cut; it would only have to be pulled more slowly.
The Intemational Harvester Company's new small combine is to
have 5 feet and 7 feet cuts and a binder t1'pe platform and beaters.
There is the possibility that the future English combine may
be a breakaway from present practice, possibly a push combine
with cutter bar 5 feet wide and a drum of the same width straiSht
behind it. The platform canvas would rul from the cutter bar
straight back to the drum mouth. Shakers and riddles would be
the Iull width of the drum. There would be no canvas troubles,
laid crops would cause a minimum of inconvenience, the {eeding
would be absolutely regular over the full width of the drum, and
the straw and chaff would be spread out evenly and thinly on the
shakers and riddles.
Dryirg grain is not really a difficult matter. The bare facts are
that wheit will keep safely in sacks if it has 16 per cent. moisturc
or less, and in bulk if it has under 14.2 per cent. It will keeP for
a few days-long enough to send it to the miller-if it has l9 per
cent. or 20 per cent. RiPe standing grain dries very quickly in sun
and wind, I per cent. pei hour is not an unusual figure. I am speak-
ing of the removal of moisture due to rain or atmospheric conditions.
Wheat may tre 14 per cent. moisture one afternoon and 18 per cent.
at 9 o'clock the naxt morning and down to 14 per cent. again or
lower by the following afternoon. Wheat can be combined when
its moisture content is as high a-s 30 per cent. In the ordinary wav,
however, the dryer is not likely to have to remove more than 6 to
8 per cent. and the bulk oI the drying will involve removing only
3 to 4 per cent.
The dryers used by most of those who work combines are really
much the same as the otd kiln dryers, but the grain is onll' 5 inches
deep and the air is driven through it by forced draught. The layers
oI grain may be vertical instead of horizonta.l -that is 5 inches thick
instead of 5 inches deep ; the principle is the same. In the dryer
made by Messrs. Tumei, and in the Sugar Beet and Crop Drie',"'
conveyor dryer, thg grain is continuously discharged, whereas in
the home-made dryers (except one of I{r. Nevile's) the batch system
is used. The latter are the cheapest in first cost and the former
should be slightly more economiial in fuel. These dryers handle
from I to 2 tons of grain per hour, according to the moisture cont€nt.
A 5 to 8 h.p. engii.re will drive the fan;-and the fumace rvhich
heats the aii coniumes from 30 to 50 Ib. of coke per ton of grain
dried.
In planning an outfit, I think that if the dryer is capable of
dealing with grain at hatf t}Ie normal hourly rate of the outPut of
the combine, that is sufficient. In continued fine weather, when
D
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the combine can work long hours, the srain wil need little drvins .in wet weather, when it -wants 'n.,ore"OryingJfre -;;;;"-;;il*;
only short hours.
It would not be rigbt to leave the subiect of corn erowins without
saying that the tractor binder, which.irn have its"levers"arraneed
so that the tractor driver can work them, and is operated bv ibepower ta-ke-off from the tractor, is a great advance dn the oraharvb,inder. It does not slip on wet ground, its wheels and the wheels of
the- tractor pulling it mark such ground less, and hearv croDs aretackled more easily. Low bodied harvest wagons, such as ari usedby Mr. tlosier, are another means of obtainins economv. A load
can be got on to them very quickly.
, .To *llT to the tractor, one of the outstanding questions is thatoI the relative merits oI crawler or caterpillar traiki and oI u,heels.How_far the advantages of tracks over wleets a.e wortn tlteir exii"
cost I h-ope th€ survey of mechanized farms, which the Institute forResearch in Agncultural Engineering b carrying out, rill be ableto tell us in due course. The wear-of Catefoiliar tricks denends
very much on the soil they are working on. Oir nintv ;r;a;;;il,lt rs- hea\,y and fortunately it is on those soils thai thev ard least
needed; on the really heavy clay soils on which I shoirld alwavs
choose to us€ them in preference to a wheeled tractor. if onlv becau"se
on such land they can be worked on many more days in ihe year,tnelr \r'ear ls not excessive.
- 
In one particular instance, on a soil rather on the lisht ard
abrasl\e stde, tracks have done 8,000 hours' work before th"eir pins
needed. tuming, and their total iife shoutd U" 
"U*i a,OOO t "'ui".On a clay soil I should expect their life to be g,000 to lO,00O houri.
. .A combination of a big wheeled tractor and a small CaterDillatls.,ln some cases a very useful compromise. The wheeled trictorw l 
-do.the ploughirg and heavy work, the small Catemillar willdo dnllnt, 
.h"Toy-g, manure distributing, ard so on. it *ill beeconorucal rn fuel and thcre is no questio; of anv dama"se to the
soil or the crops. Spring com.an Ue hrilea earli* it., Gin f,rr.*.Un the question of the padding of the soil, which used ro figure so
lrgmmently in all discussions on tractors, it may be wortfi whileporntmg out that whereas a two firrrow tractor pajs half the croundit ploughs, a four furrow tractor pads onfv on"Io-r-.rt*. ;;; ;il;a tractor is pulling harrows 82 fiet wide, the tivo feet it runs on
are-ol retatively small importance, whetber the tracks do harm oras Mr. Davies' work at W'ye sutgests_and *" f,""" U"Jii*if.,
expenences tn our observation_good.
- 
It is not certain that wheels are in their final stage oI evolution-S,puds, have, exc-ept on, the product of that staunlB con;;;iii;,
.ur. itenry. f or-d, supplanted strakes. They pad the soil less. A
wheef which will grip on stubble or on grouird'alreadv worked. and
wmcn w l ntn on the ordinary farm road or on srass without damac_
rnt them or shaking the tractbr about, is wantei, particula.rly for tlie
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smaller tractors and the smaller larms. Some form of skeleton wheel
should meet the cas€, or we may come to changing the whoels as
DecGsary.
Beloie leaving the subject of crawler track u. wheeled tractors, it
mav be said that ivith wh6ls a-s they are, the two-wheeled tractor has
oro-bablv dreadv reached its maximum effective power.If mote Power-
iu.t wheeled t.aciors are to be built, then the four-I'heel drive or bigger
d.iameter wheels must be employed. CaterPillars, on the other hand,
can be and are built in more-powerful sizes. It is, however, doubtful
if larser tractors than those now built would have any great field
open io them in England. This is certainly true if light land is being
cirnsidered. On heavy land a properly spudded wheel can get more
oriD ard transmit m6re power. As it is on healy land that extra
Boier is needed, this, lilie the fact that caterPillar tracks wear least
Ln the soils where they are wanted most, is an instance of providence
f avourins mechanization.
Is th-ere a need for a smaller tractor than anl,thing we now
have ? A tractor which will do two or three borse jobs, but is able
io do tt.- if necessary at high speeds ? A tractor which will mow,
.,oti..m"tl binder, pull a teddir or rake, a drill or harrows and
inake itself genetallv useful ? Such a tractor would b€ found Plenty
to ao. o..ti.ul..tv on a farm which was mainly grass. Even if it
onlv oi["d a sinile {urrow plough, it could tum over quite a pro-
.o*i,in oi the smalt amount of arable on such a larm. Such a
L..tl." i. likely to make its aPpearance this s€ason, but while
the idea is attractive, one must remember that the cost of such a
iractor mav be nearly that of the more power{ul Fordson'
-'- Ui. tfoii"t has been using old motoi-cars to do light work, and
theie are distinct possibiltG about the idea. They are cheap,.and
ii 
"Jrj "r"a for agricultural work, can be licensed as bactors Fitted*itn '.f,.i"t, thei set Srip enough under bad conditions' . For hay-
sweeoing he prefers them to the orthodox tractor. Any la[ly heavy
."i *U "*orti t t 
"v-stacker. 
When it is used in this way , it is b€tter
to a.iu" U""t *.ta( when hoistinS, so that the load can be watched
and the final flick, which jerks it a couple of feet further lorward on
to the rick, given at the riSht moment''- ilG io"oio 
-" 
used"in Australia to distribute artificials' A
*frittlne taUte and hopper, similar to the Wallace artificial manure
d;tri-t;t; are bolted bn to the back of thelorry, and driven off
-.-*f."i'U"tt"a to one of the back wheels. The manure is carried
""'trr" i..* ."a led into the hopper o[ the distributor as 
it travels'
As the lorrv can be driven at high speeds, very big acrea€es can 
-be
covered. p-articularly under Australian conditions, where ll4 lbs'
ii 
".r"'i"'.r, .u".a*i drersing. 
I meation this as a matter oI interest
ind not as a methdh I expect to see widely adopted here'
- I 
""t" want to call aitention in 
passing to tbe general us€ of
motor lo-Iries for all road work, as an instance that 
'armers 
are not
"o 
Uact*ara in adopting new methods, when they re of obvious
utility, as some of their critics contend. And also to suggest that
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the. motor lorry, from the standpoint of the student of farm orsdri-
satron, occuples a very important position. It has taken ovei alt
road-work from the horses and does extremely well what the tractor
could never have done satisfactorily.
To quote- an American authorily: ..Modem machinerv is nottending to_ eliminate the family_oplrated fa.*, b;t il;-"i"; ih.larm liundy 
-the opportunity to demonstrate its abiliti to "meetcnanged condlttons and continue as the best form of farm orsanisa_tion for economic production, as weU as i.i 
"*ialai.?. 
"i.
certaln cases, h-owever, family operated farms have increased in
srze iLS new.machules have made prolitable jncreases in the acrea{ey^hi:l :." be handled by.the faririly. " Mr- Fi"i.r,".'*"r'."-i"',ri"'gto the row crop tractor, which has 6ecome so popular on the smaiifarms of the Middle west that the LH.C. *...'in'i-SiO 
_"ki"iiA)
a day-, The features of the row crop t...to.-r." itit it i."f..".i"f,
:: l*:, l::" q4 :cuffies, are attachea ai...uv1o-iG r',."l", *""tlvrn ront ot the driving wheels, where thev can -be seen bv the driverand in which position it is much easier tL steer the hoes'ci; i; ih;rows accurately. The tools are lifted at the headlands b" th;;;;;-porver. It 11 a triStr ground clearance ."a qui.f.i*i,i"g poi,.ii.
.ylT .or: ot these tractors, and its appropriati implemenis,'all the
,oDS, rncludmg root crop dri.[ing and hoeing, mowine and bindine
can be done sintle-handed. Thi range 
"f "q",iip-".i?rJ.uf . ""Jimcluoes cultrvatmg lools for lettuce. In Miini and pennsvlvania Isaw potato crops, a.II the cultivations o{ wbich, plouet insl ;Jsineplanting, hoeing and earrhing up, spraying .,ia'liit'i"*. i"jH"",j
oone !r1tn these tractors. Cambridge Universitv Farm w"ill be trvinpone of them with a-tooj equipmEnt ttis Vea'r .il ; ;;;;I;Balready ln use ln-England as ordinary tractors.
l'he tools and widths are adapted to American conditions. Someare unsultable to conditions in this country, and the width of row is
:1,-:Lg?,"., thy.,that preferred trere. ilhile it would usuallv beposslDle to adapt the e-xisting equipment, a range of tools made inrnls counry to surt our crops and conditions wo"uld greatlv increaseroe-.useruhess ot these tractors, particu.larly on'the ;mal andmedium-sized farms for which they ire intende'd, 
-a i* tf," ,-"r[i_tarden industry. The Farmall was the original ir".[or-oJ'ir,iilu"".runuar machrnes are now made by mosi of the leadhg over;as
1lT,.l'- fjT:: jl:ludin g the . Case I'a lr"r*y ri-ri-JB-1",,il.*,an(l tne l armall rs being made in a larger size, correspondins to thewell-krown 22116 l .H.i Tracto.. rt e!-ar-"}"a" *lir,'"-itr,3.'ir,i.[or rour wheets,, and usually the track width can be varied.
,n report ot a Cornmittee of the A.S.A.E. on Row-Croo Eouin-mcnts says that: " Farm machines cannot be 
-.J" ,i .IuLl*i"stretcn -to meet all. variations of row widths. This beine true. anarow.widths of the same and ditferent *iaiti 
"a*i"" *"?.i"1i]*fii:.mllt Tgas, row crop equipment .o"t" -oi" to pi"ai$."ji.'"i"i"lunlteo rn, usie than wou.ld otherwise be necessarv. The Committee
Propose tg get more data on row widths preUminLy io ita";;;;
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tion eIforts." Quite a number of morals could be tlrawn from that
statement.
How far any branch of agriculture can be mechanized depends
on whether sui[able implements to work with the tractor are avail-
able. Cereal growing already has such implements. So has grass-
lald farmins."Hav in b" ,tid" t rithout horses. The tractor power-
drive mowei, the tractor hay-sweep and the hay-stacker together
make a mosi eftcient combination 
-as 
revolutionary in their effect
on har.'rnakine as has been the combine on com growing. Others
wiU sriat< ofihem and I only want to say that the power take-oJf
drive^and the safety clutch have made the motor mower atb-oroughly
sood tool. and thit atl the users of hav-stackers whom I know are
ileased with them. The obiection tb silage-makirg, the heary
iveight oI the Sreen material, is largely discounted when tractor
power is used to move it.
' I h.rr" mentioned the row crop tractor and its use in potato
erowine in the U.S.A. It should be equally successfirl here But a
ieal haivester is wanted. To lift the potatoes out, and then drop
them back on to the Sround again is wrong. It-ought-to-be possiblefo droD the Dotatoei into some vehicle, which would be emptied
on the'headlahd. The same thing is true of sugar beet, and possibly
of maneolds. which in some wals wouJd be much easier to lift
mechani"callv than are beets. But speculation is easier than achieve-
ment. Still, when one considers the advances made in the last few
,ears. and the Dossibilities ahead, I think the confidence of those
;ho ieel that mechanization provides the means by *hiqh 
"C"-
c.ulture could do more than any other industry to redress the balance
of tradc has sound foundations. '
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COMBINATION OF LIVE STOCK
WITH.SYSTEMS OF MECI{ANTZED
By pRor. J. A. S. WATSON
School o-f Rural Ecouomy, Oxford.
I FEEL.syrg, tfi.at.I need not, before an audience of this kind, labourme 
-polnt that hve stock constitutes a most importart brarch ofEn6lish 
. 
agriculture. The last estimate' that w'a_s ;;.*;;' th.u3,19_9r T-9 annuat output of live stock and live stock productsar trlr5 mrurons or 69 per cent. of tbe total. Against this the value
ol.,the com, potatoes and sundSr farm crops sold on farms was {46mrllloRs or about 20 per cent. of the total--
, 
Neither. nsed I say that for the past century aad a half arable
rand nas fultrUed a very important firnction in the [ve stock industrv.A nundred yeirrs ago indeed it would have been more appropriaieto look at the matter from the opposite point o{ view _ib discussthe function of live stock in relatibir to 
"o* 
gro*i"i. 'fr;;;;;u
there are districlc where the cash.rop i. tt" ri-.i" o8i";.';;il#tis regarded l.s the subsidiary thing. 'But if *"1"f." it 
" 
..,-t 
"-^a wnole an-d .ega._d 9* problems from the national point of fiewwe must, I submit, bear in mind that the live sto& constitutesour:naior and the cash crop6 our minor concern.lJle mam lunction oI arable land in relation to stock is theprovision 
_of,winter food. Thus the arable f;;;i }i;;k;;Lincolnshire have functioned as the complement of the sioii o*t**of lreland and of the fatting pastures .it l"i."iG.tlr". "ff;;;;i;
sneep drstncts have supplied our markets with earlv sorins lamb
and wrth wuter mutton, whilc the hills have bred tie storis. and
rowland grazrngs have yielded the main supp[es for the summei andautumn markets.
- - 
The recent decline in our arable area has upset to some consider_
able extert the balance formerly arrived at. Til;;e i; ;;;; ;;;;.
o.t meat rn the spnng and early summer. Graziers compla.in thitthe suppty ot stores in spring is inadequate to the area! of erasstnat have now to be stocked. On the othir hand there is an incYeas-ing glut of half fat cattle ard lambs in the auiurnal 1i";;;;
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to have a revolution in arable farming, and ii this is to imply tho
virtual disappearance of stock from large parts of the old arable
area then the maladjustment between the supplies of winter and
of summer keep will be atgravated.
In a considerable proportion of t}e arable farms that have so
far been mechaaized the system adopted is one of qxcialised corn
growing; weed control is effected by means of a bare fallow: for
ihe mai.ntenance of fertility sole relia.nce is placed on artificials;
straw is sold or ploughed in and no live stock-at least neither
cattle nor sheep-is kept. We must, I think, consider whether
mechanization necessarily involves so radical a change in our tradi-
tional system of farming.
No one can oI course denv that mechanization must involve
rather drastic reorganisation. 
- For one thing mechanization can
fully achieve its object, that of a really big economy of labour-if
each enterprise is carried on uPon a large scale. We cannot yet
put this into very precise terms, but it would seem that the mini-
mum area oI corn is some two or three hundred acres and of hay
between one arrd two hundred acres, while the minimum size of
a dairy herd is about 6O cows. Each department necessitates the
use of la.ge and generally costly speciaf machines. Clearly then,
except on very large farms the number of enterprises must be limited.
The inclusion of non-mechanized crop with large seasonal Iabour
requirements will be difficult or impossible ; the labour will not be
avlilable. The practical question thgn is how far the s,stem can
be diversified without departure from the fundamental principle
which is, as I see it, to reduce the labour cost of the commodities
which we produce. Let us consider present Possibilities and hazard
a few guesses about the future.
Thi hav crop, which is common to both arable and Srass land,
and is now our iargest single source of winter food, can now, under
most circumstances, be most comPletely mechanized-'cut, win&
rowed, swept up and stacked by mechanical power. Indeed (given
a large enough-area and the absence of the obstacle of ridge and
furrow landl the case for mechanization is even stronger than that
of the cereals. Tractor sv'eePs and stackers of several makes are
on the market- They are, relatively speaking, cheap. For hay
making the tractor is not only faster and more powerful but also
handiei and more adaptable than the horse. Even the difficulty
of a large capital investment in the form of tractors can be avoided,
for it has bein shown that second-hand motor cars can be cheaply
adapted to the work and are perhaps actually more suitable for
swiping and stacking than {he conventional ty'pe of general-
purpose-tractor. An alternative plan, where the hay has to be taken
but-o{ the field where it has growa, is to bale straight lrom the
windrow, but whether this will work in our climate, over an average
run oI seasons, is perhaps yet to be demonstrated.
The root crops-mangolds, tumiPs and swedes-represent the
other extreme of the problem. Even where these crop are Srown
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as part 
-of a complet systerD, and some of t}Ie oDerations can ber arded as fill-time iobs, the cmt in man and ho'rse labour is fre-quenuy out of. all proportion to their food value. It is only byplacrng fantastic values on tbe secondary benefits that one" can
show anything approaching a balance. fir" ,".f 
"o.i- 
oi tfr" *p
whetr pulled and carted is perhaps as often over as under a pounit
a lon: it takes some twelve tons of roots to vield the sam; food
va.lue as a ton of maize meal and the latter 
".i U" "i ri*L.t- a"-livered on-our farms for about /6. With hay ."a ."* i"..f,a"irf,atlere wrll be neither hand nor horse labour available to work anv con_
siderable_breadth of root land. Our area of tfr.r. .iopr-il". st-rrfby roughly 40 per cent. since lgl4. Mechanizatlon jin"i.U".iou"
processes of 
_singlirg and haxvesting has as yet made little pioer;.lhe mechanEatron of otler crops can only hasten the decline oi rootgro$Trg. I lmow that in the best root districts the picture of the
economics of the crop is not so black as I have he're;;i"d ii.tlut one mrlst speak of average conditions.
. ..I have far more hope for the kales. Let me indicate what I
De-ueve are thelr advantages and possibilities. Thev can oroducen crops wltlout aDlthing like meticulous singline. ThLv c2n
witho 'l loss of fleld. [re pl;ted in *ider rowi tf,an'.ootr'ii,a arjhence better adapted to quick intercultivation with the row croDtyTe of tractor. They have a greater smotherins effect than rooti.lhey are more retable as to yield, and will reiav more seneroustreatment (especialJy in regard to nitrogenous' manure"s) thanturrups or swedes. Finally, their mechan-ized harvestins.' wherethey have to be removed from the ground, seems to offei a com_paratively easy problem to the enfraeer. 'tre construcilon oi a.
machinelo c.ut and bunch the ptants ivould not seem to b" inf,".""itv
more dlthcult than that of cutting and binding maize_which hasbeen ytisfactorily solved. A highei degree of wiit"i h"rarn.r, *oJa
rndeed be an.advarta6e. Possibly a small acreage of silate would be
a necessary rn-surance atainst frost damage to the kale. - Even so, a
comDrnatton o, tate sorar rape, kale and silage would seem to Drovide
an 
-altemative preferable to that of the bie Iallow in mecfianized
arable farming.
. 
The next problem is that of the dunt cart. Under certain condi-tions, of course, the problem may Ue a6Oged. O" Lil;dbb ;
outwrntenng cattle or for the Hosier svstem of dairvine hav mav t)e
consumed whe_re it has 6rown, and 
"tri* *a ioG6-.r'o;;'r;;;ibl;very near to their source. Recent work at Aberd"een ,,jes;sts tlra'toutwinterilg has certain actual advantages ou". t ou.. i&?i"e. a.rrOI see no particular reason why it shoulE not U".ppfiJ1" f'rtGi
cattle as well as to stores. I a"m assuming 
",h..t [it;d ihJ-th:stock would be wintered on this,
. 
Sheep folding is another means of returning fodder crops andhay to the land. I.do not suggest that a mechan'ized farm is i placefor an arable breeding flock. I a"m not sure that there is anv'olaceleft for one. The elaborate succession ot.rop., 
".+ "n 
;.;Al';;;
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'of land, the performance of.close folding aid so forth do not fil in
with the sch6me of things. It has always seemed to me that where
such a flock is kept eve&body on the iarm becomes a slave to the
sheep and everphing has to give way to their demards. But it-is a
very different matter to use roots as they are used in the northem
couirties, for fattening tegs or as a supplement for grass land ewes,
eiying a big " break " at a time. The labour charge is a small
tsactfun of that which is involved in the old system of all-the-year-
round close folding.
But sheep do iot solve the problem of disposing of straw. and
I cannot hetir feeline that this is a real problem. I cannot reconcile
mvself to th; idea;f ploughing it in, while there are thousands of
hrinsrv cattle to be fei. ,ind i {eel that any general suggestion of
setliig it is merely begging the question. There is a shrinking market
for st-raw outside oui-own industry, and we cannot live by taking
in each other's washing. You may say that the grassland farmer rs
a customer, and that it will be part of the general process of sPecialisa-
tion that he should rely more upon the arable farmer for his supplies
of straw. This is probably true as regards the dairy farmer, but 
-as
regards the wint,ir leediirg of cattla other than dairy- cows 
-the
oriestion is whether it will be more economical to take the food to
the stock or the stock to the food- in other words, which is Moham-
med and which the mountain. Moreover, supposing that muck is
a grosslv over-rated mamrre (which I do not believe), it is still of
f#mor6 use to the arable man than to the grassland farmer.Sir John Russelt has already spoken on this question
of the maintenaace oI fertitity, but I hope he will forgive me one
observation on this question of the value of dung, and of-humus
in general. It is this, that the value of organic manures depends
treirendously on the kind of soil that one is dealing with. This was
impressed upon me from my earliest days. On one side of me was
thd Carse of Gowrie, an arei of deep rich heavy silt, low tying and
nowhere far above a permanent water table. There the larmer can,
and sometimes does, 
- follow wheat with oats and hay, sell the lot
and carrlr on. You cannot, to use our local phrase, ':l9q tl-Ie^ guts
oot o'th-e land "-it is all guts totether. But on the Old Red Sand-
stone sravellv loams, whici adioii there is a di{ferent story to tell.
The mlan on-such soil who keeps little stock and sells his hay and
straw very soon farms his land but, even if he is liberal in his use of
artificials. I think we must not too hastily assume that we can,
even no\tr, an]'where and ever],'where, abandon stock and place our
trust in chemical manures.
If land is unsuited to outdoor winter (eeding, and at the same
time needs organic manures we have undoubtedly a difficult-Problem.
I do not know what the solution is, but we must not give it uP.
Let me conclude by briefly sketching out an exa.mple of 
-the
kind of svstem that I hive in mind. \4'e must have some six hundred
acres of 
-arable land, or rather more if it is poor stuff. Additional
grass, as I see it, will be no disadvantage, but rather the contrary.
I
i
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Suppose the soil to be a mediurn shallow loam, the climate neither
wet nor very dry. Suppose, too, that the land can be fenced and
watered, Now arrange the land for a five course rotation itrcluditrs
two com crops, a tw:o years ley and, for tne nftn alGi.r," a 
"o*1buration ofJape, kale and silage with perhaps a bit of fallow when
necessary. The corn crops wilt -Ue " comUinai " and the straw sweDt
up and stacked in ttre field. The first year's seeds mieht be havid
and the crop mostly consumed on the'land durins th"e su""""dlrn
winter, along with itraw and the kale and silaee. it 
" 
tu" 
"oJa dgrazed with cattle or with grassland sheep duine the seiond vear.
and then plouthed under-you may fill in tt e dletails and m6dilv
the scheme here or there far better ihan I can. The emphasis mighi
be placed more on com or more on stock: a sreater oi less oroir-tion of hay and straw might be sold accordin-g to e*perienci:. ihe
scheme need not be hard and fast. But I sugge;t that in its elementsit is a rrorkable alternative to the stockless*mechanized fr.m. -
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Mn. G. H. Nrurc (Wellingore).-I am glad to see tiat Professor
Watson dealt with the combination of live stock farming with
mechanization, because I Ieel that there has been a tendency to
regard power farming as applicable only to specialised grain Iarms.
Itls true we must look for a new arable system to take the place of
the four course rotation, which has been our stand-by for so long,
but farmers are a conservative race, and few can see their way
to eliminate live stock entirely from their holdings.
Mr. Newman has dealt with the engineering aspect of specialised
Iarms complete with the most modem machinery, but I should like
to touch on equipment for those of us whose enterprise is limited by
the good-will oI our Bank Managers, and who are in the transitional
stage, and gradually altering our systems lrom horse to power
{arming.
Oui aims are to save fl per acre in tle preparation of our land
by substituting tractors for horsc power, and by the use of the com-
bine harvestei, dispense with the harvest and threshing gang, and
possibly save a further {1. in the cultiva.tion of our com area.
- The size ard cost of our equipment will largely depend on our
land, and on the rotation Ior which it is best Iitted.
In any rotation we may adoPt, we have to give due consideration
to the m;intenance of the fertility and cleanliness of the land, but
modern implements capable of ploughing l0 or 12 acres a day, ard
cultivating or disc harlowing a ProPortionately Sreater area, alter
our outloo,-k both with regard to costs and the raPidity of work, and
it should be our object to compress both the cleaning effect of a
root break or bare fallow, and the fertilizing effects of a clover crop,
into a single season.
For this reason the three-year rotation where two corn crops
are followed by a renovating year, aPPeaxs to me a practical and
simple one, and economic of equipment. A winter cereal followed by a
spring cereal undersown with trefoil or trefoil and rye grass, would
then le our cropping. The trefoil would tre ploughed in from the
middle oI May onwa-rds, and if cleaning is required th€re would be
time for a bastard lallow before sowint the wheat in September or
earlv October, and thus ensurirg a strong plant before winter.
if in place of wheat tu'o spring cereals are grown, cleaning crops
for sale juch as potatoes or sugar beet could be taken o-! P.a+ 
-of
the area in place bf the trefoil mixture. If grass land is held with the
arable areafsome proportion of the third year crop can be devoted to
3l
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roots suitable for the grass land live stock. These mav be marrow
stem kale and mantolds for dairy cattle, or marrow stem, thousand
headed kale, or ralr, sown thick to act as a smother crop for sheep
food-
In this rotation 66 per cent. of the area is devoted to cash srain
crops, but on moisture holding soits in clean condition it mal be
possible with the aid of artificialfertilizers to devote Z5 per cent. 6r gO
per cent. of the land to such crops. In these cases the iime availablefor both cultural operations and harvest is cut down and a larger
equipment may be necessary. This point is intensified bv the fict
that such rotations will be more suitable for our stroneeriands-
Naturally, the strength oI the land witl have . erd.t b.arinn orr
the size of the power unit which is necessary. and isuseest thit irr
studying this point, we can best classifv our soils bv'ihe number
of pounds draw-bar-pull required per square inch of iurrow turned-
^. 
In the case 
_of my own farm, I have some heavy silt on the LiasClays where,.in its touthest 
- 
condition, the driw-bar-pult may
amount to 20 lb. per square inch of furrow turned. Here'a 20 b.o,
tracto-r has a difficulty in ploughing more than four acres a day,
though on tbe same fields after a dry summer when the land is
thoroughly cracked, we have ploughed l0 acres a dav. On thelrghtest of my barley loams on the Oolite escarpment. the pull is n<>
Aore th-qr 6 lb. per square inch. and the saml tractor wiil ploughI0 and l2 acres a day under almost any condition oI weather.' Gdd
medlum 
-loams average about 8 to l0 lb. per square inch, and thebulk of the prairie wheat lands in America ivhere i 20 horse tractor is
expected to handle four-14 in. furrows with a Dloushins outDut of
12 acres a day, have a pull of 7 lb. to 8 Ib.
. 
Until recently the smalt tractors giving about lGl2 rated draw-bar-h.p. with a total draw-bar-pul- of ibout 1,25O lb. on their
working speeds of 3 miles an houi have been the commonest in this
country. 
- 
I consider these uneconomic on all but the lighter lands,
as their daily output is insufficient to get over the land ii time. For
secondary cultivations they are usefuli When a farmer alreadv has
a tractor of this type and is contemplating a larger unit. he will do
well to retain his old tractor as a sta;ldbv;d for"xcondarv cultiva_
tions, straw and hay loading, and simila.r work.
The most emcient size iractors for this countrv aDDear to me tobe the medium sizes of 20-25 h.p. on the draw-6ar'with a ouU of
2,5OO lb. at three and one-third miles an hour. The caoital tost is
substantially les_s per h.p.. and as their ploughing outpit is doublethat of the smaller ty?e; the wage cost *r aire is"U"La. Thev are
capable of handling a combine witb an -8 ft. cutter bar driven irom
the power take-off which the smaller sizes cannot do-In the case of wheeled tractors vrith standard wheels, I thinkthat 25 draw-bar h.p. is about their limit of utilitv. Fuilv loaded
at this power they have difficulty in gettinq a erip'on lieht land irr
secondary cultivations, and on healy-land "in rioGt cond"ition, their
compressive effect may be definitety bad.
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Tracklavine tractors have not this defect. Their first cost,
however. aipe"ars to be nearly {20O more than similar sizes oI
wheeled traciors. and I think ii is a wealoess that tbey are geared
considerablv lower than the wheeled t14es. To get the same acreage
oer hour fr6m them, therefore, requires extra large implements. For
secondarv cultivations and working on heary or wet soils, they are
much superior to the whceled tl?es.
The cheapest load lor a tractor is that when it is delivering just
its rated h.p.'without overloading. To {ulJy load even the 20-25 h.P.
tractors onhedium and light ground really needs special equipment,
but in the transitional stage, ;e must think twice b€fore embarkgtg
on more expensive implemients. Where the-10 h'p. trattor can take
3 furrows oi t0 ir,. o. il in. at 3 miles per hour, a full load lor the
20 h.D. tractor would be 6 furrows, but I suggest that in these cases
rlse sliould be made of the top speed of the tractor, and with four-li in. furrows at nearlv 4 miles an hour we can cover a lot of ground'
In America the four-firrow plough with 14 in. furrows and {Cq"1.o'
semi-dieeer breasts seems tob€ thl standard equipment. Inthe14in'
sizes. tfi! outout Der dav is put at 12 acres. Personally, I am well
i"tiiii"a *tn'. d lurroiv plough where the Iurrows can be altered
Irom I in. to 12 in., and a -furr6w taken off where necessary' This,
combined with the use of the top speed on light land gives great
flexibilitv. and a wide range of usefulness. On the heaw land the
.f"""ir 
"ln U" ttt"t down tJ three 9 in. 
or l0 in. furrows, and a full
load".an be obtained on the lighter land by ploughing in toP gear'
At the hieher sDeeds the lurrot' is more broken and personallv
i-ii[" irr"'gt""t"it amount of disintegration Possible where the soil
is suitable.
There still seems a disposition to take the horse's speed o{
zf 
-i1". an hour as the ideit ploughing speed. On heavy wet soils
wiere the obiect is to get rid-of moisture, the well set up furrow
mav Ue aava'ntageous,'but on our light barley soils rvhich sulfer
froir drought, it ippears to me that the broken, moisture retarnmS,
furrow, is an advantage.
Similarlv with our secondary equipment. while in the transitional
stase. we sh to avoid purchasing extra large disc harrows, rolls,
dri s, harrows, etc. I suggest that this may best b€ done by harnes-
.1r," our impt"ments in iindem fashion. For preparirg a seed bed
thi! vear a'20 h.o. tractor took a three-hors€ roll, a set of disc
rr^..,1*. 
"nd straiiht tooth harrows 
in tandem, working rorud and
round the field, foitowed immediately by a lighter tractor with the
ordinary drill. In this way I was able to cultivate and sow up to-25
acres a "clav with two tractors and two men at a cost of about 2s 6d'
per acre. Sowing irnmediately behind the harrowings appears to me
to give the b€st results.
We may put the daity cost in round figures ot mnning a 20 h p'
oaraffin tra'ct'or at 30s. Tlis allows 7s. for the driver lOs' for deprecia-
iion, ana I3s. for fuel, oil and sundries. Such a tractor should have
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a life of 1,000 days, and at lOs. per day, we are allowins /S00 fordeprecratlon and repairs on a tractor costing about fA50. " "
,rne plougbmt outpu-t may be l0 or 12 acres a day in light laad,and-4 acres rn very touth soils, so that the cost would varv-between
2s.6d. and 7s- 6d. per acre, with 4s- to Es. as a fa"ir mean. In i,,econdary
cultrvattons 20 acres a day should be possible for roll, disc harrows
and harrows worked tandem fashion, oi Is. 6d. per acie. With seed-ing and distributing artificial manure a total oi l0s. or fis. shoula
cover the-cost of planting a corn crop in medium soils. IIr. Newman,s
Irgures 9I I ls- per acle for cultivations for wheat, confirm this vieu..If we,allow 5s-.per acre for depreciation o, ti,e .o-6ir", *" m.vput.aI. harvesting charges at l5s. to lgs. per acre. This coveis
combrnmg, drying, final sacking for market and transDort to station
so that 25s. to gos. should c6ver our cutti"atiln .'osii.-;i[- t-h;
exception of handling straw. To tlris has to be add"d th;;;r;;i;"e,
artificial manures, rent, general cxpenses, and a share of tne coii of
rarowutg, to arrrve at the total cost of the crop.
- 
Looked at ir anotler way, the sum of 25s. to B0s. per acre for
cultlvatron costs will be found to be made of approxiriatelv eoual
shares for_ wages, fuels, etc., and depreciation."ii;1.;;A ,T;
mealsure o, posstble economies. \\'age costs can be reduce-d bv a lew
shillings if more capital is devoted"to field and ba;;;;i#;i. '
As- regards fuel, 7 or 8 ga.uons oI parafil per acre should'. I thinkprovide. for all.- rhe cultural require'ments df our a;bl;;;;a:-;e
wrth thrs-at 6d. per gallon the use of electricity. promises litile. ifany, turther economy u.hen the cost of instatiation is considered.l ne petrol tax makes the use of this fuel prohibitive, and morethan doubles the fuel cost. There is an ,-ao"Ui"Ji"i*" i";;il;;it
engines both in the cost and the efficiencv ,i th"i;;;J.;;;i;;
engines must compete in price and retiabitiiv ;iih-;;; ;;;.;;ipar^athn 
. 
tractor before they can replace the litter.
. 
Lombme Harvesters have onlv blen tested out in this countrvin the last three.-or four years, but tttr. N""m"";s iia-ur;.;i;; thr't
rnelr general uttllty is proved, and that they are n-o lonser in the
expenmental stage. 
- 
They vary in size froni those that iarvest aJo roor swatn ot tram to those which cut an g ft, swath.I.or thts country the larger sizes are not likelv to be economicallv
useful, and the 8 ft. to 16 ft. sizes are proba5lv those which wiilbest meet,our needs. purchasers wouta <io *eu.'I il;k. i;;;if,for a smaller lengrh of cutter bar rhan that l. tL i" Gi.iL.'i:r,iis to-say, if they contemplate taking a t2 ft. .;i. th;;;h;J; oJ;;the-I6 ft. size combine, and use only the 12 ft. bar] while for the12 ft. siqe combine, the l0 ft. cutter-bar i" a-pt", ifr[.U.*s'ior
mor-e margin in the drum, riddles, and strari tranalne ;"tior,"-
.uoth beater d,rum and peg drum types are in use. The"peg drumtypes ttuesh the grarn quite as cleanly and with as little dariage tothe graln as the beater drum t!,Des.
For handling the straw agiin two tvpes are in use- a rotarv
system and the ordinary straw shaker ty[. The former is reputei
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to sive better results in hillv laad, but from nhat I have seen I
thfik the shaker type riddles out more of the Erain that has been
carried over with thi straw, and there is less loss of grain.
The 8 ft. size of machine is made to work off the Power-take-off
of a 20 h.p. traator, and for larger sizes an auxiliary engine on the
combine drives the cutting and threshing mechanism, and a tractor
of l5 h.p. is suitable for the haulage. The larger machine has two
engines, and a crew oI three men, as against one engine- and two
min on the 8 ft. size, but I have formed the opinion that the Sreater
flexibility of the larger machines more than ripays the extra capitd
and wori<ing costs where the acreaSe is at all extensive.
Windrowing in America has largely extended the usefulness of
the combine. -In this system the cioi is cut at the time wh-en it
would be readv for the binder and left for a few days in windrows
2 ft. to 3 ft. riide on the toP of a high stubble, so that with wind
oassins freelv throueh the ri'indrows, weeds and unripe com may
iither"and d.y outi The combine with a Pick-uP attachment in
place of a cutGr-bar then goes over the field again and threshes the[iin. Possiblv influencei bv two exceptionatly wet harvests, I
f,ave formed the opinion that-where a dryer is used, the wiudrower
is an unnecessarv ixpense, and I should prefer to leave the train
standing till fuili rip;, and leave the dryer and dresser to dry the
corn and make a good samPle.
In weedv fields. or,,r'here clovers have been ulder-sown ald
some are.l.it *ith the corn, it is impossible to seParate aU green
leaves and pieces of stem from the com as it comes from the combme'
This green'trash carries much moisture, which is rapidll'taker up
bv th"e com. and mav increase its moisture content by 5 or 6 Per
"ioi. ""a io would 
"orevent safe storage. If a drying system is
in use, this material ii easily blown out as soon as it is dried Up
ii."aiilg ..op" of rrheat cause little trouble and are easy to combine,
but whe"re bdrley is teft tiJJ fully ripe some is sure to be storm broken,
*a ,n".top riust be cut low tb get as many heads.as possible'fnl 
-ak* itt" 
""tting of a consideiable 
amount of trash inevitable^
I think that while we are still in the transitional stage more
attention is given to straw than will eventually be the case..when
our live stock management is adapted to power lamlng we are
still inctined to aim -at obtaining the close binder stubble, wher-eas'
^ 
ii-" 
"*i Ln we shall aim ai cutting as 
little straw as possible,
and plorighing the remainder in direct. Cow keepers and Poultry
men ^are iow"tinding peat moss litter a cheap substitute fol :traw'
Much sreen tra-sti considerably delays combining With up-
standing ciops oI wheat I have on several occasions cut 16 acres
in a dai witir a I0 ft. cutter-bar' but for barleys lI to 14 acres has
b."t 
^ 
"*ot. average figure. In storm broken croPs the.least.damP
ness in the straw irakEs it tough, and it does not readily slide up
it" liiirj p"i.t., and is conseq"uently qultgd uP by. the roots and
".* 
&o'pp.g"i. The ste€P airgte oi tie long -points olving to the
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height of the cutter-bar is a detail that should be improved on the
combines with which I am acqua.inted.
.,.Cnht Dricrs _are, I feel, a necessary adiunct of the combine inthrscountry, and Mr. Newman ha-s dealt wit'h these. but thev shouldI think be designed to dry the full output ot a .oriUi"u ai it 
" 
sam"
rate at which it is cut, and should hive a capacity of BG4O cwts.
an hour. Drying and dressiag for market.lorita irimv;ili";. L
oDe operation, and few barley samples come direct froni thi combinein,a saleable conditio_n, though wheat may do so. The tray drier,taking one ton lots of com, and handling ibout 60 qrs. a dai seemsto me_the most foolprool and cheapest i; first cost,'thousi, it t.t.,
more labour than is the case of continuous process plan-ts. Where
a machine is in use for only 30 or 40 days a yiar, ho*"lr"r, 
"cor,*yrn operation may be counterbalanced by -increased capital cost.l he tray drier has the further advantage that it wijl 'dry other
crops as well as grain.
As Mr. Newman says, the capacity of the combine harvester
appgars to be the chief factor in determining the most economical
combiDation of land and power. A combine"with a fO fi. oi-iC tt.
:Yt 
"{,gul.g command 400 acres of grain crolx under our conditions.I hls rmphes a total area of 600 acres of arable under the three vear
rotation, or 80O acres under a two year rotation. In harvEi v'ear"like 1928 and 1929 the area comiranaea wouia b" 50 ;; i t.greater-
_ 
In- America it is stated that a farmer should not have more than5 dollars an acre invested in machinery o"a". Uo"i.n.-,"il".t
conditions of half wbeat and hall fallows,'and in some 
"i-th" il;;.farms the.figure is reduced to 3 dollars p", 
".i". 
-
. 
There it is considered that a four-plo'ugh tiactor (sav the 2G25h.p. sizes) can economically *ort ,p to'i,ioo ;dl i;"-,;tractor costs at present about f850. - For plough, cultivator, disc
narrows,-harrows, drill, manure distributor, etc-. we mav allow aturther [250. The combine harvester, dryer and dress'er shouldnot cost more.than {.550, so that the main items of 
"ui e;d;;ishould be ava.ilable for about {1,100 to {1,200. This outfit'would
command 400 acres of corn and 20O acres-of fallows on a three vearrotation. For hay and stra*., colJecting i-pt"-".ti, -f,""1-ioii irG,
etc-,, I am consid.ering that the implementi at present on the farm
woruo suthce, and that a motor lorry canl be hirea for grain transportat harvest time.
.. ,In some_quarters stress ha.s been laid on the small size of Enelishtlelds as belnt a hiadrance to power farming. Large fields arE no
.doubt preterable, but I can see no econodic iustification in thepresent stage of our knowledge for a wholesdle grubbing up oihedges.
.. . 
Rent, Juel, manures and seeds cost the same Der acre whetherfields are large or small. Labour fo.-" urt . .-"11i.;;i#i;i;
cost. Ploughing small fields in bouts with .onrt-i't"-i"! o" tli
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headlands is wasteful oI time, but this may be got over by ploughhg
round and round the fields.
Where the combined harvester has to be dismantled and re-
erected when changing {rom one ,ield to arother, a further loss of
time takes place, but this can be measured in minutes. The chiel
loss is in keeping the fences trimmed, but fences are necessary
where any live stock are to be kcpt, in a system of altemate hus-
bandry, and although their care may cost us 2s. or 2s. 6d. an acre
per anmrm, the expense is justified if their retention enables us to
utilise for live stocli, the area which would otheru'ise be bare fallow.
Another stumbling block in the way of mechanized equipment
is its capital cost at a time when farmers' resources have beel
reduced io vartishing point. If I am right in my cont€ntion that {2
or so per acre is suficient in fair-sized farms to provide the essential
equipment, and that a saving of a similar amount per acre of com
gro\rn can be obtained by this mears, it appears to me that expen-
aiture in this direction -ill be much more productive than a similar
amount spent or locked up irl live stock for I'inter feedhg under
the four-course system.
My advice is-sell some st<xk to buy a harvester, and save
money to buy stock when meat shares in the l0 per cent. tariff.
Lonn LvnrxcroN (Farleigh Wallop) stressed the importa-nce of
Professor Watson's figures sliowing the relative importance of cereal
as atainst live stock lroducts in the total value of the 
-o.utput 9fGreit Britain. He further added that the imports of live stock
products into this country (which he said we are quite capable of
producing ourselves) amounted to some f200,000,00O and these
'productsl if producdd at home could grve emploltnent to 500,00o
-people 
: whil6 the value of our imports of cereal produrts-was only
i t otl,ooo,ooo, no more thar one-fhird of uhich we could produce
ior ourselves. Lord L1'rninglon \rent on to say that if tendencies
were to be judged in oider io prophesy for the iuture, extra cereals
for sale oII ihe"farm would pro'bably bi produced by me-chanization
with far less employment on the land than there is to-da1. As far
as his owrt experienie on a mixed Iarm was concemed, and especially
since his acqiraintance with caterpillar tractors !'!'as of very recent
date, he was not prepared to tay dowrl any figures for costs. 
-He
had had no oppo.ir-ity, and he believed very few other-people had
either, to as.crtain the true amount to be charged for depreciation
in the implements, and the regulation of overhead costs was by.. no
means as'simple as it seemed. In addition, the shape of the field
plaled an absolutety essential part in the ascertaining of costs For
insiance, he had f6und that ahe cost of ploughing a thirty acre
field varied from 3s. 3d. to 6s. ld. an acre; the variation beirg due
not only to the strength of the soil but to the amoult of corners
in any particular fielii. Until he had done accurate costings- over
some ye-ars he would not be prepared to give any fitues based on a
scientific valuation.
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- 
Alother point he wished to emphasise was that mechanical
farming is in the hands of a few pioneirs some of whom rightly were
intimately connected with implement makers and whose iepa'ir and
depreciation accounts might-therefore be great]y lessened. Also
$'here people with considerable capital were doing a great deal in the
way of experiment their costs might quite unconsciously be varied
by a tendency to confuse experimentaf accounts with ruaninp costs.
Therefore nothing was moie misleading than to delve in'to the
question of costs until these had been iarried out accurately by
practical farmers for some vcars. For this reason he made no eicuse
for going away from the enginecring side of u hich he had very litfle
experience in comparison with many others at the Conlerenie, and
making some remarks as to the general direction to ruhich mechaniza-
tion was leading.
For himself the introduction of mechanization for the production
alone of cereals for sale off the farm seemcd to be thc magnum opus
of antichrist. For this reason-that every nation in thc -$.orld ivas
lamenting that it had lost, or was tending to lose, the balance
between industry and agriculture which was" the firndamentaj root
of the peop.le's lives. As an extreme example he quoted the case
of certain farming operations in Canada where the tractors came
across the border irr the Spring, ploughed up waste land in hundreds
and thousands of acres, planted a crop, left the land uninhabited
until the Autumn when combine har r-esting machinery arrived,
took the harvcst and went away leaving the l;d again deielict until
the following Spring. Thus, Lord Lynington said, if mechanization
was going to serve the health as well as the pockets of the people, it
gus,t b9 capa!]e of giving more rather than less occupation on the
tand. If Ir. Dudley's experiments, from which he had leamed so
much and to t'hich he owed so maly thanks, proved that mechaniza-
tion,_ perhaps with the help of a wheat subsidy, was only going to
develop the growing of cereals for sale olf t[e farm, thei wduld
probably cost the Nation more than they uere worth. If, hor.r'ever,
they were part of the large whole and would enable us to produce
more live stock, to save th; imports and to give the employnrent he
had envisated at the beginning oi his remarlis, then with sAbifty of
imports and without raising the cost of lMng to an indusirial
population we could bc assured of health and saiety on thc land.
Lord L5'rnington followed up this point by saying that he was not
sure that the future of the combine harvester in thisiountrv thouehit might be immirently useful lor crops like malting birley- wL
going to be the mechanical development that uould save English
agriculture because of two things. First, the weather risks in which
the_ crop had to grow from the winter sowing to autumn harvesting
and the consequent tendency that the heaGer your crop was, thi
more likely it was to be lodged: and secondiy, the extra expense in
bad rveather of getting in the hawest as compared to the han'esting
operations in the New World. And in addition to that in mosi
circumstances the threshed grain required drying.
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Therefore, Lord Llrnington said, he v'ould lile to put the following
problems as those dcmanding immediate mechanical solution Ior
the healttr of the industry.
Our climatc is not only capable of growing better live stock, but
of producing more crops than almost any other in the world with
the exception of New Zcaland. Thus if, instcad of long straw crops ot
which pirhaps, three, in four yea.rs, \t ?Ls thc ma-ximum for which
nn".o,ild holpe, implements cotild be developed which could be used
throughout th" summe. for the purpost' of han-csting * aot15 r'f
catch-crops: one would have a spread of the capital cost of thc
imolemeni over t}e widest amouni of working time combined with
a lirge cropping possibility. It was a u'ell-Inolrrt scientific fact for
instaice thai y:oring $aii of all sorts as well as young grass and
luceme at the heig-Li of 8-12 inches produced more fodder valuc
for animals than d"id the harvested grain in the long straw. The
land could be kept cleaner and one could averlge probably two
croDs a vear inste;d of three crops in four vears. This postulated a
d.rnne plant *hote value for agricultural purposes would be incalcul-
abie. "ln the second place in connection $ith mechanized farming its
only special value aiart from the cheapness of production lay in its
auiiitv'to limit caslal hbour, the least desirable of all forms of
laboui. Now animals, whether one miiked mechanicalJy or fed pigs
hv clectricitv. reouired personal attention and demanded special
kirowledge ri,hich 
-it th"'fout dation of agricultural lives and the
basis of agricultural employment.
The business, therefor6, was to get rid of casual labour in connec-
tion with the keePing of live stock and at the same time to ensure the
production of a iudcient margin of food to keep the land stocked
economicallv. Croo drving would supplv the margin.
On the "other iide-thi problem of the dung cart and feeding
remained. The essence of successful modern agriculture seemed to
him to lie not in revolution but in the application o{ the old well
i.i"a oractices to modem conditions. Tlius the Hosier system of
dairviirs would seem on first sisht to be a revolution but it was in
faci'oniv the combination of miiiing out o{ doors, as Thomas Hardy
a*.riU.a in " Tess of the d'Urbeirzilles," and using the methods
"i t.fai.n sheeD on the land in order to make the animals do theirown d,rni carting. In this connection he had seen outdoor milking
witf,out Ttre folcling, as is done in East Prussia by- gathering the
"ritt" it to t , "r.16.u." before mitking-a scheme 
almost identical
in li. u.p..t. to thc Hosier scheme ; w-hile in central France he had
i""n."tit" fold.ed and moved from day to day on the mountain
side without the milking. It might \,r'ell be that 
-some 
combination
,ri ii*ea yards Ior wint"er and Iiovable dairies lor summer would
solve the"difficulties of heary grorurd. The old arable folded flock
wiitr aU its attenaant labour irad probably gone for cver as he himself
had found to his cost. On the other hand some development ot the
sheeo foldins svstem of quickly erected folds on lines of common
."n.!, t"ith breeds that c'ould both fold and graze might still be a
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pgssibilily.. Similarly the organisation of arable pig farming was
aDsolutely m lts nlancy as was also the question of makins chickens
spread their own.droppings and keep healihy by rnoving cdntinually
over lresh ground.
.,I:TidS.t.:*Te for postulating these problems or Ior reiteratingtne necessrty tor these improvemeots to be accompanicd bv thi
a.ssurance. of national stability bccaux without it the farmcr- rnay
not bc able to induce his bani<ers to give him credit to carry out theimprovements.
. 
In coaclusion Lord Lyrnington said that hc believed the ideallorm ol luture agriculture would be one which any of our farming
ancestors \ rith sound instinct and aclapted intciligence could returnto carry out and even improve.
Iln. C. S. ORtvrN (Oxford).-l have listened to the DaDers and
spee_ches to-day with the greatest interest. The work in or6sress atKotharnsted which Sir John Russell has described. is proi,idine iustthat rntormation which is needed for the guidance'of those" ivh,,
are tryin-g to maintain soil fertility by a6erits t"", 
"*p"nii"" ttr"farmyard manure. trIr. Newman-and lt-r. Nevile hajve given ustheir valuable experience of machinery technique. ."a Frof*.ro.Watson has addressed himseU to the viry practital question of the
extent to which the everyday mixed fanirei can takd advantase of
l|! lTfrn'Or" without involving himself in revolutionary chingesot practlce.
Professor Watson's paper is timely because the best_knorvn
examples oI power farming, whether on plough land or on grass,demonstrate an entirely new farming t&hniiue. evolved b"v its
exponents for exploiting to the full thi mearu io iorver nrodultion
ggstg. {ford9{_by mechanical equipment. Thus, we kn'ow of }fi..Ner,, e's and.lIr. Dudley's new irop nusbandry,-and Mr. Hosier,s
mrlk production system is even better known. -tiut it will bc a lonrtime. before any ionsiderable proportion of fa.mers i" ir"1.-:
Srowng.countres, or rn the dairying districts of the south, will be
so completely mechanized.
. lut while doing what we can for this predominart class of the
,armDg- cornmunity, we must remember ihat in diskicts and ontypes o, lamrng to which the new power machines are aoolicablc
all,attempts to gr-aft the new methods on the 
"ia d;;rH b.'r6;;;lonly as an expedient, as the Iirst steD in the evolution of ".-*".farming. Sir John Russell indicated quiie clearlv that he is thiikino
of new technique for farming by meihanical p6wer, in lris ;;;k ;iRothanxted. and trIr. Nevile-hail clearly the same idea in his mi;d
when he told us that " the four-course rotation is done.,,
Now rvhat I want to suggest is that side bv sidc with rhc studv oI
9.ngmeerlng problems and oI soil physics pro6lems, there is need"forth€ study of the. 
_farm mana6dmint pioblem under 
-ech"ni""lIabour systems. AJI our existing farming svstems arc bascd uoonthe speed and the capacity of the horsefa[ thc oyrrations ofihe
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farm are controlled b)'the fact that the horse can onh. lvalli at the
rate of 2; miles an hour and u'ork lor an eight-hour dat.. At the
same time, he must be fcd ard cared for, woik or plar.. ind so was
cvolved the ma€nificcnt falm ruutine which has served the {a.me.
so well for countless generations, by which the work of the farm
was splead evenly over the seasons, involving the cultivation of
crops oI all sorts, each in due season-some foi man and some lor
stock to be retumed to the land as dung. Only by such a system
uas it possible to giv-e economical emplolrnent tb tlie onlv available
form of power-the horse.
But surely mechanical gxrtler, independent of rest, ind€pendent
r,f dayfight, costing nothing uhen idle, and making the farmer for
the first time yirtually independent of the weather, must hare
altered the whole approach to economic farming. The farmer for thefirst time can take short cuts, and freed from these restrictive
influences, can set himself to evolve a power-farming techrique
adapted to the new conditions, which will mark an ldvance'in
cconomic production from the land as great as that which must have
marked the substitution of bullock and horse teams Ior manual
labour.
The technical problems of farm organisation under the new
conditions call for the fullest consideration if the maximum advan-
tagc is to be derived, and it is along this line that the work of the
pioneers we have heard to-day is so valuable. Some of them have
confined their eflorts to the economical production of particutar
commodities----com crops or milk-but though intense speiialisation
of this kind is possible, and probably profitable, it must not tje
thoutht that mechanized farming necessitates concentration on one
commodity if the best results are to be secured. Others here to{a1,,
I-ord Ly,mington and Ir. A. H. Brown produce both animal and
crop products, and much more work is needed before we shall know
what are the grcatest possibilities and what are the limitations of the
application oI powcr to farming.
MR. A. H. Browl (Hayling Island) emphasised the fact that com
growers were faced with two altematives, either they must give up
com growing, or reduce the cost of production. There were, he
pointed out, several ways of reducing costs. One was to increase the
yield by better cultivation and more intelligent maruring, then to
mechanize all operations *'henever such a procedure was practicable.
Mecharization would entail reduction in both horse and man latrour.
It should also mean the cutting and grubbing up of hedges, so that
fields could be thrown together lor the purpose of large area cultiva-
tion.
With fewer men, it would be possible to pay higher w€es, and
higher wages would attract a more intelligent type of worker on the
land. It was certain that the cutting of wages would not produce
this.
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The Rothamsted experiments he continued had proved to him
that com could be grown continuously with the use of artificials
only. He had applied that knowledge to his own farm with con-
siderable success.
In l9l3 he set aside a field to be cropped without the use oI
dung or sheep. In l9l4 the yield o{ spiing oats from the field
amounted to 2) sacks. The Iollowing year it was bare fallowed:
but from then onwards it has been cropped every year with a
succession oI crops-no particular rotation being ioliowed, The
yield of, com averaged 6 quarters of wheat and 81o I0 quarters oi
oats. Three white straw crops have frequently been taJ<en in succes-
sion and sometimes four or five.
It wl( at tie present time, continued Mr. Brown, an easy matter
to keep land clean. This could be accomplished by the intelligent use
of tractors after harvest. Clean land was, of course, the basiiof good
farming and good crops. Badly or half-cultivated land rvoddnot
6row__good crops even if one rvere foolish enough to manure itheavily.
He maintained that the small farmer would be wise to leave con
trowing to the large farmer and the Ioreigner and to concentrate his
capital and 
_capa.bilities on something that would give a largerturnover. He did not see how 50 acres of com could be made-to
pay any money. Neither did he believe that cereals would rise or
be fixed_at-some fancy price. Even if com were stabilised it was very
doubtful if the Nation v'ould long continue to foster the ineficieni
corn grower, for that was what a subsidised price would mean. Even
with corn at ,10s. a quarter, a 5-quarter yield only gives dtO for thecom. H_ow many small Jarmers carr get their costs below {I0 an
acre, and how many can obtain an avirage of 5 quarters ? But he
believed the large farmer could get his costs nearei {5 than {I0 and
also average 5 quarters per acre.
Mr. Brown summed up his remarks as follows :(l) -That any land that is worth keeping under t}re plough can
be made to grow good crops indefinitely with the use of ariificial
Iertilisers alone, provided it is given good cultivation and intelligent
manunng.
_ 
(2) That such a method is more economic than using either the
dung cart or the sheepfold. For many years he had believed that
arable sheepfolding and yard fattening bullocks merely for the
purpose of obta.ining manure was economically wrong. If, as in his
case, dung was produced as a bye-product, then it h;d to be used.(3) Land farmed in the way he had indicated would definitely
increase in lertilitv.
4R. E. D. \lrorro:v (Norfolk).- Al1 the previous speakers have
!eql! wrth mechanization as applied to laige areas oI land andI think 300 acres ol arable rvas the smallest extent mentioned. Thev
have also spoken in detail about the combine harvester and in short
considered the subject on a large scale. But this aspect is not of
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much use to the average sma.ll farmer larming about l5O acres arld
in my talk I should like to dwell on mechanization as applied to the
small farmer who cannot possibly mechanize on the comblne
harvester scale. Unfortunately the terms '' mechanization " and
" combine harvester " seem to have become inseparable and when
one is mentioned the other invariably follows, with the result that
the small farmer is inclined to think that mechanization is totally
unattainable for him. He sees photographs of tractors ploughing six
furrows at a time, drawing three drills and harrowing in one day more
than the acreage of his whole farm, and all these nev developments
depress him. I hope to prove that the small farmer having about
I50 acres, half of which is arable, need not fear this new development
and that mechanizing his farm should be of equal advantage to him
as to the large scale farmer. In the da5zs of horses the small farmer
could not really compete with the large farmer in the production of
com but somehow he ma.naSed to get a living ard I contend that iI
he mechanizes he can regain his former relative position.
It is said by many farmers that owing to small {ields it is imposs-
ible to mechanize on small farms. I should like to point out that
the low-powered tmctor will alrvays take two furrows as against
one {urrow \.ith horses and therelore with a tractor there is only
half the tumirg. Also the fact that however little way a horse
ploughs, whenever it turns round it a.lways has a breather, and be
as strict as you like, it is impossible to prevent the horses ald meu
ceasing work for a time. A tractor, however, never has a rest and
these reasons prove that a tractor ploughing a small field is certainly
not at a disadvarta6e compared with horses.
It seems obvious to me that the small farmer u'ho relies on horses
for power is doomed. He may hang on by reducing his standard of
living and working from dawn to dark, but this course does not allovv
him to live as life should be lived, as he has become a slave. The small
farmer who refuses to make his conditions of $'ork worse than a
labourer goes bankrupt. Horse pov'er cannot possibl!' compete with
a tractor which :
(l) Does the work of at least three men and six horses.
(2) Ploughs all day-and night if necessar5,-by workirg in
reliefs, and so takes full advaltage of favourable weather.
(3) Always has ample power available.
Also the whole urge of the horse plough-man is to go home. He and
his horses get tired walking all day and the latter are even more
eager to get home than he is. \l'hen he gets home he has to pump
them \ ater, feed and groom them ard so naturally he wants to get
home early a.nd so is reluctant to take advantage of favourable
weather and keep on with his work. The tractor man, however, sits
all day and so does not get so tired and as soon as he finishes his
work, he can go straight home.
Tractors have flexibility and adaptabilitv to circumstances but
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horses usually work the same hours whether the vr'eather is good or
bad.
Another advantage of a tractor over horses is that if a tractor
br,eaks a part it is usually available in a few days. If a horse breaks
a leg, it is a complete loss.
In addition to these great adr.antages there are others less
obvious but by no means less importanl, which should be takeninto account. The mere fact that the tractor man rides and a
horsemar walks, gives the former a superioritl.complex and this
combined with ttra fact that riding is mrich less-tiring'tha.n *.alking
spurs him on to greater efforts and there is never any trouble about
working overtime. This superioritv complex is an ass6t which caanot
be valued hifh enough.
Then there is the psychological factor that the tractor engine is
always turning over at. a last rhlthm and this does subconsciousll
impel the tractor man to get on as fast as he can so as to be in
harmony with the tractor. The tractor urges its driver on but the
influence of horses is to retard the ploughman. Speed to a tractor
man is a joy-to the horsema.n an eifort.
I do not consider that small Iarmers should attempt to copy the
large scale methods of mechanization but should adapt their p;sent
systems of farming to the needs of the tractor. Thus it w6uld be
advisable to drill as much com as possible in the autunn before the
land gets wet and while the tracior can get about easily. Thev
mr6t alter their whole conception of the tiactor as supplimentari
to horses, and realise that the tractor must be the ,niill sour." of
power, with a horse or pair of horses to supplement it. The tractor
must be first and horses la-st. By adaptirg-not discarding-their
present systems of fa.rming to the tract-or sirall farmers canLeo tt,
their traditional mixed farming and there would be no revolutiorian.
changes, with their consequent Droblems to solve. such as farmin-r,
without stock, difficulties ,if t""pi"g up fertitity, ai.po.in! oisto"i
etc.
To illustrate the lines on which I suggest small farsrers should
proceed I will relate how I have adapted mechanization to suit m\.
own farm which consists of 150 acres of heavy land, hall of which is
arable. My Fordson tractor-
(f ) Ploughs atl the land including opening and shutting furrows.(2) Crlt vates and also breaks dovn tor"seeaing aI lind.
*(3) Dri s ard rolls (or harrows) in one o;rrati"on.(4) Rolls and harrows all land in one opeiation.
- 
(5) Draws the_mower and so cuts all hayi
*(6) Cocks the hay.
*(?) Loads atl.. lay ty pulling wagon and har. loader.
*(8) Draws all full loads at haysel and hancit to hard road.(9) Draws the binder and so cuts all corn.(10) Grinds my com.
*(ll) In conjunction with a neighbour's does my mole draining.
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'Notes
(3) When clrilling, a man sits on a platform fastened to the
back of the drill, it would be impossible for him to keep
up with the tractor if he had to walk.
(6) The cocking machine draws the hay from the rows into
farse high heaps and these iust need putting into shapebv hand-
(?) AU my wagoDs have frameworks fitted by means of bolts all
the way round, at the sides these come out one foot
beyond the usual edge. The front and back frarneworks
are joined on to the usual ladders at an almost perpen-
dicular angle. From the tops of the liont a.nd back
frameworks, stays come doqm to t}te centre of the bottom
of the side frameworks and this leaves a space in the
middle of the sides of t}re wagon uaframed, this is for
unloading hay, loading and unloading sheaves of com.
The ellect of the frameworks is to make the capacity
of the wagon very large and to obviate dl necessity of
careful loading and to avoid waste of time roping. The
hay loader is fastened behind the wagon and the tractor
&aws them both along the row. The hay comes up at
such a rate that it is all the two men in the wagon can
do to get rid of it. (I do not use a sweep as my meadows
are too small). In haxvest the frameworks save one
man, as one man in the wagon can deal with two men
pitching when he does not have to mind how he loads.
When there are only two men they can both pitch and
make a good load without either of them tetting in.(8) If there are hills or if there is no time to spare the tractor
can bring the full wagons to the hard road very much
quicker than horses. There is an attachment rrhich is
fastened in a few seconds to the shafts and then to the
tractor so there is no time wasted changing shafts.
(l I ) Where the drains were to go, I ploughed as deep as I could
Then my neighbour came with his tractor and mole
drainer aad by fastening both tractors to the drainer and
by driving them tandem we were able to drain to a
total depth of l&20 inches. He did two days at my
farm and I did two days at his and it cost us nothing
except fuel as we did not charge each other.
I find that every spring I can clean half my foul land in time
to dril it with barley. The other half I grow with winter tares or
another cleanitrg crop and pull the land about after the crop has
been taken off thus through mechanizhg I avoid all long fallows
ard take a crop oII each field each year and so benefit in cash-
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Now that I have stated what mv tractor does I think evervone
must be convinced that there is ample work for a tractor on a imall
farm.
Not only should the small Iarmer benefit lrom mechauization
but he has the following advantages over the Iarge mechanized
farmer ;(f) If his tractor breaks dovm he normally ha-s two horse sand
these can be used and so he has an altemative source of power.(2) His system is flexible and can be adapted to new conditions
easier than the purely mechanized farm. All his eggs are not in
the basket of corn production a-nd live stock will always have a
place. If oil rose to a prohibitive price he could easily change back
to horses,
To sum up :
( I ) By mechanizing, the small larmer can put himself in the same
relative position to the large farmer as he used to hold belore
mechanization.(2) He must mechauize on his own lines and not necessarily
copy large scale mechanization.(3) Mechanization extends the size of farm which can be run
as a family farm.(4) Tractqr power is progress and iI adapted bv the small farmer
to his needs should be his salvation.
For these reasons I consider that mechanization should be of at
least equal advantages to the small farmer as to the big and tbat
the small farmer has nothing to fear, but everything to gain, from
mechanization .
VR. R. DUDLET' (Andover).-I am in entire agreement with all
that Mr. Nevile ha-s said with reference to the use of the combine
harvester. On the question of tindrowing grain I have tried this
and given it up in favour of direct combining.,once over, all over "
ptooidel one has an eficient dryez. trly reason for this is that in this
climate the risk of a heavy crop oI grain (for we must grow heavy
crops if they are to pay) lying in t}e windrow is too great io be takeri.
The grain has in any case to be treated at the farm and it can therefore
be winnor-ed to take out the thistle heads, poppy heads and broken
pieces of weed and straw before being passed through the dr1,er.
On the general question of cereal production ii has now been
proved that we can produce, by the aid of modern machinerygrain of the highest quabtv aknost independent of the $'eather
hitherto our treatest bugbear. Machinery ioo can enormously add
to the production of feeding stuffs for live stock.
We have then on our own doorstep the very market that our
manufacturers are searching the world for in vain, a market of at least
d200 milJions, if the Govemment would only see that measures are
taken whereby the wholesale prices are made remunerative. This
would not necessarily mean that the retail prices should rise.
It must never be forgotten that alrnost every item of cost on a
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farm is fixed by Parliament, wages, tithe and even a tas on the most
efficient Iuel we have Ior cultivation on the mechanized farm, viz.,
petrol.
It would therefore seem but elementary justice that competition
shoutd be placed on a fair basis by making the foreign product bear
the cash equivalent of exactly the same burden as is inflicted by the
State on the home product, no more but no less.
SIR R. GREIG (Dept. of Agicultue, Scotland).-In my view the
development of the intemal combustion engine along with the
possible utilisation of electricity is opening up a new era in the
technique of agriculture. Great advances have been made in the last
ten years in the application of the motor tractor to cultivation, and
some other operations on the farm. Several cultivations can now be
carried out in one operation, and there is no reason to believe that
further adjustments between power and its application will not be
made. The first obvious use oI power traction is in the sphere of
large-scale cultiyation. But the possibilities are far from ending there.
A motor can be any size, placed in any position, and worked under
almost any circumstances. It is a matter of time and exp€riment to
ascertain its further uses. The main poiot is that while steam engines
made a radical change in the methods of the industrialist and but
little change to the farrner, the intemal combustion engiae now
enables the farmer greatly to increase the power of a man and the
workability of the land.
The new possibilities involve a new technique or new methods
or adiustments in agricultural practice. The new methods will be
profitable if they reduce costs and increase output. This may involve
reduction of labour if large scale mechanization is the sole outcome.
But is the story ended here ? That depends upon the ability of the
present-day farmer to increase the output of a man's labour not
only in large scale operations but in so-called intensive and mixed
farming. By far the larger part of the country is unsuitable for large
grain farms. It is on this larger part that new methods must be
iried. Ii they succeed through the application of power units, not
fewer but more men may be employed. Heary clay land now all in
grass may be brought into profitable mixed farming. The tumip
and mangold may be out ofidate and other forage crops capable
of machine handling may take their place. In any event it is not
necessary to assume that the mechanization of agriculture means
only large scale cultivations.
Since the war the productive efficiency of a man has Sreatly
increased in most industries. In some industries this efficiency has
increased IOO per cent. In agriculture it is understood to have
increased about 5O per cent., but if by the use of power and changed
methods the efficiency of a farm worker can be doubled, there is a
possibility of emplo]'ing more labourers, for the following reasons.
The British home market is practicalll' unlimited. If by the use
oI power units and a new technique the cost oI production of a gallon
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of milk, a ton of{ .  silage, a cwt. oI beef, mutton or pork, can be reduced,
then it will be possible greatly to develop mucli of ihe land n;; ;h t ow ingrass or on the margin of cuttivation. 'Sucn ae"etopme"i witt UeItkely to maintain, if not to increase- emnlotrnenf'on fhF t,n.tli i tain, Io , ploFnent-  t e la d-Progress in that direction wilt depend ;p"" irif".tl;i;;p";;;t"
rLp9n. th9 use 
_of power units frbm fOi) ho;i power do:wnwards,(b) the invention of power machines for drillins'and harvestine o.
collecting forage crops, (c) the advantages of tbi artificial drvin? ofIorage crops, and (d) the possibility of-making new adiustm'enti asbetween crop and stock and the development 6f a techiique for thepurPose-
DR. B. A. KEEIi (Rotha.rnsted).-Mr. Newman's DaDer was
naturally ma.inly confined to the engineering aspects of i,"it a"ir"_tion, and I am glad that some of tbi subseiuerit ,p.at"., aiie"t"a
their r_emarks towards the practical field probiems coirnected with the
use of mechanized implements and far; machinerv-
. 
There is a tendcncy to regard the problem as ;rimarilv that ofthe replacement of the horse by some-suitable foin oI michanical
or electric powgr; so Iar as haulage, eleyating machines, ard thegeneral class- of 
-bam - machinery aie concemei this is true, but int"he matter of cultivation implements, it is only part of the problem,
and probably not the most importart part. ir6r this chsJ the realproblems are the following: 1t) whettiLer the essential acriculturalfeatures of the present hoise-driwn implements (i.e.. the"desisn of
thos€ portions entering the soil) are siill substairtiallv correc"t for
4ow. erd1aln- lodels, and (2) whetler some radical "departure indesign should be made, such as rotarv cultivation or- altirnativelv
the iombination, on one frame, of i-i,t.rn"rt" *f,i.h ;-;;;;;;i
used separately.
, 
The final answers to-_thes€ questions cannot be exp€cted at once,
Decaus€ rney hmge on hrst answering the question of exactlv what
'effect on the soil is produced by or,i cultivation implemenG. Weknow, rn a gen€ral way, that the object is to produie a tilth, and
we can recogaise a tilth when we see it. We recognise. furtherthat one part oI the action of an implement is t" b;;;i d;;.;;to refine, the large lumps of soil irio smaller on.". Sut thai i.
about as lar as our empirical knowledge soes. We cannot Dredict_for exa.rnple, wbat wilt be the effect ori th"" fiaal tiftf, oi tf,6 i"itiJ
operation if ploughing is performed at a sDeed of 4 m.o.h. insteaaof the 2-2| 
,m-p.h. crrstomary with the horse_drawn 'implement-lne-stuoy- oI cuttlvatlon lmplements with special reference to the
result of their work on the soil, and on the'subseouent erowth ofthe crop has therefore been carried on at Rothamsted "for some
!'ears past.
We have shoun by dJmamometer measurements of soil resistance
that, for any given implement, the force necessa.rv to draw it throuph
the soil is but.little affected by the speed of trivel. fn tne case?iplougtung, ern lncre:lse of speed from 2l to 4 m.p.h. resulted in only
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7 per cent. iacrease in draught. This is a very important result.
In the design of any implement, the agriculturat engineer has to
bal,ance as far as possible a number of conflicting requirements and.
but for the result just mentioned, he would certainly have assumed
that the drautht increased greatly with increased speed, $.ith the
result that he would have decided on a smaller and more robustly
built implement than the circumstances warranted. The conclusion
is oI general application; it means that the development oI the
tractor and of power-drawn implements should aim at the hkhest
possible speed consistent with mechanical retiability. The need for
increased speed of work, on both climatic and economic grounds, is
now generally recognised, and it is fortunate that one possible
objection to it ha.s been shown to be without real foundation.
Our field experiments at Rothamsted have shown the predomi-
nant eltect of season on tilth in medium heavy soil. The conventional
range of horse implements is unable to do more tha[ mitigate the
ill effect of bad weather. Thus in one series of experiments in which
a bad season for cultivation followed a good one, the most eficient
implement produced a worse tilth in the bad season than the least
efficient implement in the good season. It is not far wrong to say
tiat if the autumn and winter climate has been suitable, then almost
any tool will produce a good tilth. This conclusion stresses the need
for a close study of the possible improvements in cultivation methods,
since on the average we can only count on about one favourable
season in three.
Mechanization does offer such possibilities: greater power and
speed enable us to work the soil more vigorously and in particular
to do several operations at once. Our experiments have shown that
there is a greater latitude in the times and methods of cultivating
medium heavy soils thar is generally supposed. In particular, the
stages of producing a tilth cart frequently be telescoped into one
oPeration by hitching implements in tandem, or in series, behind
the tractor. Cultivators, harrows, and rollers have been used by us
in this way with success, and with no detriment whatever to the
yield as compared with the orthodox methods. There is much scope
here {or implement designers to produce compact and ea-sily assembled
units for these combined operations, thus avoiding the pres€nt
clumsy necessity of hitching cxisting implements in a long train
behind the tractor-
The range oI disc implements merits greater use with tractors.
They are unequalled in their ability to " force " a tilth in difficult
conditions although, in passing, it may be mentioned that our
experiments have sho$rr the ridging or bouting plough to be sur-
prisingly effective in this direction. Disc implements admittedly
leave the work in a rough condition, and there is some prejudice on
this count, especially against the so-called disc-plough. But the
prelerence for the smooth, well set-up, and nearly unbroken furrow
is gradually fading; provided the tand is left well ridged and with
pleot), of large lumps (and the disc plough can easily be set to
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seclre.this) the.danger of beating dom under bad weather to an
unkrn(uy condrtton rs no gTeater than in the case of the smoothfurrow slice and,-in addition, the subsequent cultivations are much
easier and more immediately effective. -
. 
On- the question of entirely new departures in implements
surtabte lor power, rotary cultivation has received much attention-It is now well established in market-garden and orchard work, and
attempts are being made to introduce it into ordinarv arable farming
with more or less success. The primary claim is thJt li *iX;;;-*";
a-seed-bed rn one operation and thus appreciably reduce the costs
ol these operatlons as at present carried out. We have made exten-
sive experiments at Rothamsted over a number of years on iheproduction of spring seed-beds, on autumn_Dlouphed hnd- usin.
rotary cultivation in comparison with horse anh trictor imolemenfslIn every case the rotary-tilled seed-bed save better a.nd ouicker
seed. termination, and superior early gro"rth of the plant: But,
also in every case, the early advantage w-as completelv lo'st as sroltttrpro9@d, until at harvest the rotary-tilled flots were no "better.
and often worse. than the others. ftris emeit was tra.ea io- tfr"form of tilth produced by rotary cultivation. It is not a finer tiitlithq th?t secured by the usual methods, but is much looser or
" fluffy." Subsequently, it settles appreciablv. to the detriment 
"ithe- welldeveloped root system whiih the eiilier and f-r.i iiftn
had encouraged- Another contributory factor is the heavier gro\,r,th
of weeds on the rotary cultivated pl-ots. The thoroush mi;ins ;i
the soil produced by rotary cultivaiion also imoles tXat the rieei
seeds are distributed throughout the full depth 6f cultivation ; thisfactor results in the surviva.l arld active growth of manv weeds that
would otherwise have been deskoyed or" rendered i""&r;;; lh;
normal cultivation operations.
These two factors-the ultimate loss of the initial suoerioritv in
early grolrth, and the trouble with weeds-are serious disidvantalo.but the dilnculty of avoiding them is probablv not insuoeraBle.
'l-hey constitute, of course, the main obstacle in ihe reolaceinent oftraditional cultivation tools and methods bv a sin'ele machin"producing a seed-bed in one operation. A seiond obitacle is th"problem of using rotary cultivation instead of the Dloush for autumn
and winter work. Our experiments indicate that i rot"arv cultivet.,.
with a ridging attachment behind it may solve this 6roblem- If
this is borne out by further trials, and if t-he two difficulties alreadv
mentioned connected with its us€ for spring work can be overco-i
then there will be full iustification for-the;him that the extensive
range of cultivation implements and ihe detailed and numerous
operatlons at present required to produce a tilth. caIl be reolacedby the. much- simpler equipment ana the greatly reduced num'ber oi
op,erations characterising rotary cultivation. ihen the savins in
implements and labour, and th6 ability to make full use of suifible
weather in a difficult season, would cirtainlv make.ot.ru 
""ftir"-tion one of the triumphs of mechanized farm-ing.
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SI,JMMARY OF THE AGRICULTURAL
PROBLEMS II{VOLVED
BY H. G. MILLER
Rothamsled E x Perimmlal Stntiott
THE most important point in this Conlerence for the ordinaqr
farmer is the question ol the effect of new mechanical develo-pments.
new knowtedsi and new ideas on his actual farming. Few farms in
this countrv i.ill escape these influences, but their extent will depend
on the geofoaphical ind geological Position of the farm, the layout
of its laid, and on t}re character of the fa.rmer himseU.
I - CornPlele M echanizaliott
The most extreme form of power-farming, mechanized corn-
"ro*it e. 
i" most likely to establi-sh itseu in Parts of the South-East
ind Soith ot Engtand. Quite possibly this may prove the best means
of utilisins this area. The chief factor that determined corn-Sromng
areas in ihe past was the climate and it is still the chief factor
.lu"mi"e the general suitability-and therefore, essentially, the
Ionomic" soundness-of various crops in any district. Political
action here or elsewhere may, of course, profoundly modily the
loeical effect of climate. Also, there is no Point in producing crops
mist suitable to the local climate iI there is already world over-
".oa".tion of these The newly 
issued Report of the lmperial
hconomic Committee on " The Wheat Situation " makes one more
doubtful than ever of the desirabil.ity of com growing---or at leas-t
wheat growing-in this country at present- Yet rt new metnods
will 
"rr"'bl" 
osio p.oduce com as economically as any other conntry,
mechanized aad lpecialised corn-Srowint ought to have- a Place in
iome districts wheir world conditions become more settled'"-en 
o.".tio""t break in continuous corn growing seems essential
bo-th lor weed control and the maintenance oI fertility' A fallow
"u"*it ira v.^t rnav be necessary, either bare, 
or suPPlemented by
the "olouehine in oi a green manuring crop like musta'rd or rape'
in oit 
"."".G less freq-uent breaks may sumce. Altemative crorsi"r'-Ue oieferable to f'allows, such as ilover for hay or seed, witl
o.'*ithoirt a bastard fallow, sugar beet, if it should confoutrd its
critics bv becoming a permanent featue of South-Eastem agrl-
culture, iilage or grien ciops for feeding to stock'
5l
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This co,untry, it is frequently cla.imed, has the b€st climate lor
Srass produchon next to New Zealand. Grassland enthusiasts do notexcept the South-Eastern Counties Irom tt i" e"n"iJ*ti"* -i;-porary grassland is often adyocated for inclusidn in Ia;;; ;v"t;;in that area.. our o-.rn experience 
"t Rrth;;1;ji;;;'#iii."il:;.ret can we.horesfly claim grass to be the most suitable croD in
?P .oppg",t,".1y dry_ a region ? In two out of the last four y'earsrne ]'relo ol qa1tanq measured in Starch Equivalent and pr6teinDqulvalent unrts has been relatively low. For-several week in eachyear gror.th ceased, at a time wheir required mosi G ;i;k.-.iJ;-q9r1IJ, graasland in the South-East h'as been aa"o".t"a io.-i.,,,,
:hi:l ,"T91- economic necessity and tte maintenance-LJ f.lrtitiiv.rn rne otd-days when each of the crops in the 4_course rotation wL
economicalJy. sound, 
-grassland was oi only rn*o.l.port_." ii ifr"sourn-bast (apart from soil unsuitable for arable farmins). Ifmechanization is to re-estab[sh arab.le farm+ .;;-*;;;;Btr 
.i",what room nifl there be for a crop tit" g.;'*hi.h i.-; t"iiaT.on frequent showers ? The maintdnan."'rr r".tiiiiv uv 
-liifii:tii"crop,may.of 
.course justify its inclusion. fn" i_1i6i"lr-*r"s- 
",-"fla*land ln. dry seasons may be less than the coit of ma.intainins
l:1t:,^Y I,l lhg ,dung-cart.. Funda.mental i"ro._riion i.- UaOriwanreo on tre-relattve productivity in Starch Eauivalent uniti
ov-er a period of years, of the ,,arioG c.opi i; ;;.-h-.i;;;#;;idifferent districts. officiat statistics 
""rr;i ;pplt;llriiJ',ir?d"for they do not give the yields of one of the ni,lsi i;;;;i;;;;
trass tor, grazlnt, or of those of considerable potentiif import""i"'grass and other green crops cut green for dryini. *t ile stU.""irr_--'
,.. Il 
-I: si,1l, - East. th;n the"re *" .""it J"?,urii- f*iuitiii.i' oirufiner rurat depopulation on account of mechanization. Suearqg.t 
.d.e not olfbr-much hope of counteracti;;-ihi;1;;;;;.":fT.
clearly 
.shown in that adrnirabte b-k .f LSrd'l;i;;:';AT.trfurray s " Land and Life.', Ma.ket garden-c-r-o;s';;".;,Il;;1,
or on selected areas of larse farms 
-" ,ir.f, -o* f,op"'f'uf". 
'Lilffi"k
dependent on grassland,-whether remporary or frermarent. occuDva doubttul position. Formerty their fi poriance il ;;'tii' il;JJ,parts of th€ South-East. Much sras.ra,rd t.r-f 
"t"f v 
U."it""i#U.i"J
on.soits which. under the cuma"ti" cordiiioni-i". iti." ii"i, -.llrif;
really suitable. An.expanding mitk 
-..k;,;s;j 6;"i."1 ilirl":,i
PIcs: Ia.Y keeP them in grass and encouragd temporary levs evenrr araole Tarmrng revrves, speciallv while farmers'are io .iro.t 
"i:lp_r,, :91 the. purchas€ of th-e implements necessary fo. m"chaniralrlon. Stoct{ mdependent of grassland, such as pies an.l 
"",,it-,however, olter more scooe for redrrcing the risks of iurA a"p"f"f.ii,i,iin the South-East-
II. pa ial, Mechattizalion
. 
A new agricuitural idea is often in grave danger of beins brouohrinto disrepute by over-emphasis. It is i6 be hopedih;; #iil;;T#
and all the new ideas accompanying it *iU 
"*ip.- tf,i. f"i".'Thffffi:
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out most of the country the ideas and practices of complete mechani-
zation must be modified to suit the particular conditions oI different
farms and districts. The various speakers at this Conference have
given a very comprehensive survey of new facts, ideas, practices and
possibilities. It is now up to the individual farmers to go through
these carefully and pick out the material applicable to his own case.
The maintenance of fertility has been fully dealt with, but the
question of dung has been left in a rather unsatisfactory position.
The cost of handling it is easily exaggerated, because it is a job
which can be done at leisure. Old farming systems were admirably
balanced in their labour requirements throughout the year. Now
in our zeal lor la,bour economy we may end by advocating a new
system in which, during two or three of the winter months there is
no work left to be done. Dung-carting is a verv suitable operation
for this-period and requires no big staff.
I do iot suggest that we should necessarily aim at a system giving
a high production of dung but rather that we should not riSard as a
liability the drmg produced by necessity, where stock are kept
indoors-as certain classes to a large extent always will be. The
need for dung has been, and is being, reduced. But the idea of
using the animal as the dung cart while possessing man1, advartages
does not eliminate carting. Concentrates must be carted to the field
and in some cases straw and hay. This is a particular disadvantage
where no odd horse is kept, and in spells of bad weather. I am very
doubthrl of the practical possibility of outwintering fattening cattle.
Under the best conditions it is difficult to make a profit in this
department. Frequent and regular leeding and the stockman's
coistant watchfulless are essential. Outside, the cattle would miss
these, and, in addition, would require additional food to supply
the energy for greater movement,
The mechanital handling of dung deserves more attention from
implement makers and would go fir towards answering criticisms
as to the costliness of present methods.
The position of live stock has been emphasised already. How
best to-fit live stock husbandry in with the new developments of
mechanization is a most important problem. Professor Watson's
suggestions certainly seem practicable. They present a strong
ariiment. ablv suppbrted by Mr. Nevile and Mr. Wolton, for leaving
thE sizes of fieids i.i at presdnt. If a push-combine is developed, thi
heailland difrculty at harvest wilt disappear ; and the introduction
oI smaller machiaes will make it Possible to use combines on farms
at present usilg only two binders.
Professor Watsoir's cropping scheme is a modification of a
common Scottish rotation, \iheie sheep occupy a Prominent Part in
the utilisation of the temPorary ley. One of the most irteresting
questions iD live stock hus6andry to"-day is whether sheep can main-
t-ain their present place in combination with temPorary leys, or
whether thire will ir a big swing over in favour of dairying. A
strong point in favour of shdep maintaining their position in lowland
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farming is that, unlile Denmark, we have a great reservoir of sheep
in our hill and mountain districts.
But whatever lorm of live stock is best adapted to combination
with new cropping systems, the question of winter keep inevitably
arises. Root growing is tbe bile roire of many farmers and nearly
all agricultural lecturers. The root acreage has certainly &opped
heavily in this country, especially where conditions of either Soil,
climate or labour were unsuitable. But in several districts, roots
are as largely grown and as important a crop as ever they were.
New methods open up the possibility of actually increasing the root
acreage. Roots are on the borderland of being economic in manv
cases ; if the labour bitl could be reduced, they might once again be
grown on a sound basis. If we regard them as a crop for clean land-
where the cleaning has been done on another occasion by the tractor
-are they not more promising ? The extension of piEe-workrates in paying labour would also help.
Professor Watson's suggestion concerning kale is timely,
especially for most of the southem part of the country where the
day of the mangold and swede appears to be over; in fact, if the
weak points of kale can be overcome, it may even invade the
strongholds of orthodox root growing. Much information is still
wanted about kale, for example :
(l) The difference in field, if any, betvr'een thinned, bunched
and unthinned crops.(2) The difference in feeding value between thinned aBd
unthinned, at different stages of the plants life and at
different times in the yea.r.(3) The relative advantages 6f wide and narrow rox's regarding
yield, ease of cultivation and weed control.(4) The loss in feeding value and bulk occasioned by frost
and means of minimising this.(5) The possibilities of replacing roots with kale in late March
and April.
There is strong justification lor the suggestion that we should use
rnechanization to the {ull in this country as a means of increasing
our supply oI feeding-stuffs for live stock, thereby reducing our
bill for imports, and maintain the rural population by intensiye stock
farming and market gardening. One suggestion for increasing this
supply is to cut and dry young green stuff. Lord L)'rnington thinks
there are more possibilities in growing com for this purpose than
in harvesting it. I have found no figures to support his ass€rtion
that com when cut green and fairly young, yield more pounds per
acre of Starch Equivalent than when carried through to harvet.
While it is true that with modern methods both crops would have
to go through b. drier, the cost of drying the green stuff n'odd,be
much the greater. Ftrrther, the s€cohd growth from tte corn that
had been cut green would be very poor and straggly. It would really
need to be ploughed up and a fresh crop sown ilvolving more expense
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for cultivation and s9ed, and runaing the very serious risk of failure
through drought. Under-sowing is i possibli mears of overcoming
this difficulty. Catch-croppinf is far too riskv except in rainidistricts. There may well- be i big future for the pr&rvation df
young treen stuff by drying, but sCarcely along thosl tines.
The potentialities of mechanization aie so feat that we cannot
expect them to be fulJy discovered and exploitid immediatelv in all
the different farming systems in this country. Farmers must feel
their way towards new methods. The ' ineyit;bitity of gradualness "
applies to farming practice as well as to social progres;. It mav be
wrong to patch old ideas with new methods buf itis safest to begin
the change-over in that fashion. Electricitv is a factor which &n
do much by_saving labour and time, in modemising old methods andideas. Careful consideration is necessary before ;ying a new idea
is better than an old idea modernised.
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